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An Important Message From Gerald F. Kein

Before you begin your study of this training program on hypnosis, I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate you not only for investing in this program; but, more importantly, for investing in yourself and your future. The hypnosis profession has paralleled the computer industry over the past several years. The new methods of induction and transformational techniques discovered have made hypnosis and hypnotherapy the most effective and rapid way to help people meet the many challenges presented to them, allowing them to become free and reach their maximum potential.

This training is the most up to date available anywhere in the world today. The training is real. It is not a slick production designed by a sales and marketing company more interested in fancy multi-camera techniques. It was filmed live during a training here in DeLand. Although there may be a occasional camera or microphone goof, I guarantee you the meat and potatoes of this training excels any home study hypnosis training in the world today.

To become proficient at this work requires that you practice the techniques taught so that they become automatic mental responses. It is very important when I tell you to stop the video and practice what you have just learned, that you do just that. Practice that technique until it is an effortless and automatic response. Do not jump ahead in this program. Study and practice in small bites. You will quickly become highly adept in the hypnotic process.

Remember, the only thing that can keep you from easily learning these skills is not practicing. The field of hypnotism is a wonderful profession with extremely high earning potential and it is available to you.

Included in this book of home study materials is an examination that you must complete and return to Omni for grading in order to receive your completion certificate. **You MUST return the ORIGINAL EXAMINATION for grading.** None other will be acceptable. After your examination is graded and it was completed successfully, your completion certificate will be sent to you along with information on certification with the National Board of Hypnosis Education and Certification. If we can assist in any way, please feel free to contact us.

Best Wishes for Success,

Gerald F. Kein
Introduction V600 Package

Congratulations! You have purchased the finest video hypnosis training course available today. The following information will help you use this package in the proper way in order to become proficient in the techniques in the shortest period of time. Remember, one of the most important tools you have, which is not available in a "live" course, is the rewind button on your video tape player. Use it frequently until the technique becomes an automatic response for you.

Instructions

The following will help you to learn and internalize the various techniques easily.

1. Start at the beginning and continue in order of sequence. Jumping ahead will only confuse you.

2. This is a lengthly course. Stop and take a break when you feel tired.

3. Stop the tape at your discretion to practice a particular procedure until it becomes second nature to you. It is important that you do not go any further until you feel comfortable with that technique.

4. After completing the course, complete the written examination and return THE ORGINAL to Omni to be graded. When you receive a passing grade, you will receive your completion certificate within two weeks after we receive your examination. You have one year from date of purchase to complete the course and return the exam to Omni. If you have any questions, you may call our office at (386) 738-9188. We will be happy to assist you in any way we can.

Remember, the most important thing in order to become competent is to practice the techniques. On a live person, if possible, or in front of a mirror; for the more you practice, the better you will become. So PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE!

Continuing Education Information

All Omni Hypnosis Training Center video programs are accepted by the National Guild Of Hypnotists, the International Medical & Dental Hypnotherapy Association and the National Board of Hypnosis Education and Certification for meeting these organizations annual continuing education requirements on an hour per hour basis for certification renewal. Contact the individual organization to see what procedure is required for verification of completion to receive continuing education credit toward renewing your individual certification.
Hypnosis and the Mind Model
by Gerald F. Kein

Hypnosis is the by-pass of the Critical Factor of the Conscious Mind and the establishment of acceptable selective thinking.
The Four Mental Attitudes

Gerald F. Kein

When an individual is in hypnosis and hears a suggestion s/he must take one of four mental attitudes about that suggestion. Which mental attitude the person takes will determine whether the suggestion is accepted or rejected. The subject has no alternative but to choose one of the following mental attitudes when he/she hears a suggestion.

Mental Attitude # 1
"I like that suggestion. I know it's going to work for me!"

Mental Attitude # 2
"I don't know; it sounds a little uncomfortable to me. It just doesn't fit me."

Mental Attitude #3
"I'm neutral about it. I don't care if I get it or don't get it."

Mental Attitude # 4
"I like that suggestion. I hope it works!"

The only mental attitude that will cause the suggestion to be accepted is #1. Any other will cause the suggestion to be rejected and there will be no change.

You must educate your clients on these choices during the pre-talk!
Pre-induction Interview

Hello, I'm ___. I'd like to spend a few moments with you before your session to talk a little bit about hypnosis, perhaps answer some of the questions you may have on your mind. This will save us a lot of time when your session actually begins.

You have a clipboard and a piece of paper, please write down any questions you have so we can discuss them when I come into the office.

Now for you to understand how hypnosis works, it is very important for you to understand how your mind works. You know we never think about how our mind works. We basically say to ourselves, if we think about it, I think so I exist and we leave it go at that. But you know we really have three very separate and very distinct minds. They do different things and they have a hard time inter-relating and communicating with each other.

First we have the conscious mind. Well, that's where we are right now. Below that level of awareness, we have something called the subconscious mind. And yet there is a still deeper part of us, the unconscious mind. Well, for the reason you are here today, we can eliminate the unconscious mind. Basically, that is a part of us that does two things. First, it controls the strength or weakness of immune system and, secondly, it controls the functions, the automatic body functions, such as; our heart beating, our eyes blinking and things on this order. We don't have to worry about these today, so let's just forget about that part of us for now.

The conscious mind is where we spend most of our time. I want you to understand that it basically only does four things and no more. The first thing it does, it analyzes. What is that? Well, that is the part of us that looks at problems, analyzes them, figures a way to solve those particular problems bothering us at the moment. It is also the part of us that makes the hundreds of decisions we have to make just to get through an average day, decisions we think are automatic; but in fact, are not. Things like, "Should I open the door?" "Should I turn the water on?" "Should I tie my shoes?" Well, we think those are automatic functions, but we must make a decision as to whether or not we want to do these things.

Now, the second part of the conscious mind is a part that starts to get us into a little trouble sometimes. We call this the rational part of our conscious mind. This part of us must give us a reason why we behave in any particular fashion. You see if we don't have a reason why we do the things that we do, we become anxious, nervous, frustrated and if it goes on long enough, it can lead to serious mental illness. The mental hospitals, for example, are full of people who do things and they don't know why they do them. The only problem with the reason the rational mind may give us on why we behave in any particular fashion is number one, it is never original. For example, a smoker says he smokes because it calms him, makes him feel relaxed, gives him time to pause and gather his thoughts. An overweight person will say, I'm overweight because I eat when I'm bored, I eat when I'm nervous or I have a glandular problem. The problem with this reason is, it is never original. Before the smoker developed his habit, he heard other people that smoked say, "I smoke because it makes me feel calm and relaxed." Or he heard an overweight person say, "I'm just overweight because I eat when I'm nervous."
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The problem with this is, we understand and know the reason why people are smokers and overweight. Generally, smokers start because of their need for security. They want to belong to another gang of friends, usually in their younger years, somewhere between twelve and twenty. Security is a basic need for all human beings. We generally get all the security we need when we grow up in a nice family. But usually at the age of twelve or thirteen, in that area, our parents don’t seem as smart as they use to be, so we shut off our ability to gain security from those individuals and we want that security by being part of a group of kids at school. Some of them smoke, some of them don’t.

If we feel that we don’t belong to this particular group, because our subconscious mind is a very interesting part of us, it must protect us against danger and not getting the necessary security we need is a definite danger to us. Frequently it will say smokers are accepted and secure. When that happens, the next time someone offers you a cigarette and you take it, immediately you feel like you are part of this group and your security level goes up. That is why people start smoking. It has nothing to do with being calm or relaxed. So you must understand that the reason the rational mind gives us for why we behave in a particular fashion is never original and most always incorrect! You don’t start smoking because it makes you feel calm, you start when you need security!

Now, the next part of the conscious mind is what we call will power. Now, we are all familiar with will power. You might say, "I’m going to put down this pack of cigarettes and nothing on God’s earth will make me start smoking again." Well, we all know how long that lasts! You know if you go on a diet how long that lasts. Just until willpower weakens and then the old habit pattern comes back again. The last part of the conscious mind is what we call working memory. That's the memory we need everyday. How do I find my way to work? What's my husband or wife's name? What are my children's names? What is my phone number? Things on this order. The memory we need just to get through an average day. Now this is all that the conscious mind does. It does nothing else. I want you to think of this part of your mind. For example, if you’ve ever seen that show on TV called Star Trek, I’m sure you are familiar with the character called Spock. Spock is a very logical and analytical person. So our conscious mind, if you will, we call our Spock mind. Very logical and very analytical and frequently wrong.

Now, where the REAL you, me and everyone else lives is in the level below the conscious called the subconscious mind. The subconscious mind is awesomely powerful. It can make you into anything you would like to be. Rich and famous, thin, happy or sad, it is the real us. To understand how the subconscious mind works, you need to understand that it is very much like a computer and it operates just like a computer operates. You know that if you go out and buy a computer, put it on your desk and ask it a question, it will not be able to answer you. The reason is, at that point the computer has no programming in it whatsoever. Now a computer can only operate based on the programming that is placed in it and it must operate on that programming, it has no choice. You know that if you change the programming in a computer that you buy at a store, it no longer can operate on the old programming and it must operate on the new programming information that has been placed into it. Well, this is the way our
subconscious mind works. It is a computer. It functions on the same rules and regulations as an electronic one does, only it is much more powerful. We program our computer every day of our lives through our life experiences. When we are born, our computers are basically unprogrammed, there is a little bit of programming in it, but not much. Everyday we add programming to our internal computer. Now, the primary rule of our computer is this. It must, underline, exclamation point, make us into the type of person that it perceives us to be based on all the programming that has been placed into it and will continue to be placed into it until we die.

For example, if that computer of ours, based on its programming, says we're fat, we're fat. If it says we're thin or a smoker, a success or a failure that is what we are. It adds up all the programming and makes a decision about us, about the type of person that we are. This programming has been placed in there from many sources and it must operate on this programming.

What is some of the operational software, if you will, that is in this internal computer? First is all our memory, since the day we were born. We think of things that have happened to us in the past as either forgotten or as retained in the form of memory.

So, what we are doing here, is we are talking about the working memory of the conscious mind. The subconscious mind is like a video camera. Everything that has ever happened to you, that you have heard, seen, smelled or tasted is locked permanently into the memory banks of your subconscious mind. We never forget anything. If there is a reason to, in hypnosis we can access that memory bank and it seems like we can actually travel back in time. For example, in regression hypnosis we can travel back and re-live your first birthday or your birth. Now, this is much more than recall, it is actually like you are there, it is happening all over again. You can see what happened, you can smell, you can taste, you can hear very clearly. We never forget anything in the subconscious, only at the conscious level.

The second programming we have in the inner mind, the subconscious mind, is habits. Now, you have three kinds of habits. Only three. You know you have some good habits, of course you do, and you know you have some bad habits. Don't we all. But really most of our habits aren't good or bad, most of our habits really are utilitarian habits. We automatically respond in a certain fashion when something else happens. When the telephone rings, for example, we don't look at it and wonder what it is, we automatically pick it up and depending on our mood, we answer it in a certain manner.

Now the next thing in our subconscious mind is emotion. Of course, we wouldn't want to be without our emotions, love and caring and all those other good emotions, but sometimes our emotions get us into trouble. The conscious mind cannot deal with emotions in any way, that is not part of its job. Any time we need emotion our conscious mind parts like the Red Sea and we deal with this particular situation from our irrational, juvenile like, but highly intelligent subconscious mind. As I said, sometimes it gets us into trouble, I know that many times in the past you've dealt with a situation and it didn't have to have a lot of emotion, just a little bit.
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Then after the situation was over and that analytical conscious mind took over again, you heard yourself thinking or saying something like this, "Why did I say that?" "Why did I do that, it was so stupid." And that inner subconscious mind laughed and said, "Yeah, but it was so much fun." This has happened to all of us at some time or other.

Now, the next thing in the subconscious mind, and probably the most important part of it is our protective mind. It must protect us against danger real OR imagined. You see something imagined by the subconscious mind is just as if it was actually happening, it can't tell the difference. And it must protect us against danger.

A quick example, about a year ago a woman came into see me, she was five foot one, she weighed very close, just a few pounds away from 300 pounds. She sat in the chair and told me about how she had an eating problem, but years of experience told me she didn't have an eating problem. I knew that an event in her past caused her subconscious mind to protect her by making her heavy. Briefly, what happened with this particular woman was, and she could not recall this with her conscious mind, when she was just a little six year old girl, her step-father abused her, she told her mother and her mother didn't believe her. She felt guilty, as if she was doing something wrong. But she didn't get heavy at that point.

When she was in high school in the fifties, she felt as if she was a little bit more promiscuous than she felt good to herself about. She felt the boys in high school were just trying to hurt her. That didn't cause her to become heavy either. But when she was twenty four years old and she married the "white knight", the man who could do no wrong. On their honeymoon, the second day they were married, they were having dinner in the Bahamas and he decided to cleanse his soul and show her how much he loved her. He told her that when he was just a young guy, 18, 19 years old and in the Air Force, he use to pick up women and just use them and throw them away. Well, you can imagine what the subconscious mind felt about this one man that this woman felt she could trust above every other man in the world would actually do this to a woman.

The subconscious mind then went back into its memory banks and into its computer information and said, "The step-father hurt you very badly, the boys in high school were trying to hurt you very badly and now this one man you could trust above every other man says he could do this to a woman, then he certainly has the capability of doing this to you. And instantly it made this decision, men hurt women, therefore, I must protect you against men. Now, it can't teach her karate, can't buy her a gun, so it protected her in the only way it could and this woman began gaining weight rapidly. So very soon she became very fat and certainly men no longer had an interest in her and she was protected. That is how the subconscious protects us sometimes, in a way that we would prefer it didn't, but protection is its primary job.

The last part of the subconscious mind is a negative part of us. Although the subconscious is so powerful, it is also the laziest part of us. It doesn't like to do the work that is required to accept positive suggestions to give us change in areas where we would like to have change. It likes to keep things the way they are, it takes too much work to make change in a
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positive way. And positive suggestions are one of the most difficult things to get into our subconscious minds. On the other hand, negative suggestions go into this inner part of us like a hot knife through butter, because it doesn't take any work to accept a negative suggestion.

Let me show you how this works. You take a very heavy person and they get out of the shower. They're standing in front of a mirror toweling off, what do you think they are saying to themselves as they are looking into that mirror? "Boy, am I fat." Now that idea or thought of words go right into the subconscious mind and the subconscious mind says, "Yes, that matches the programming that I have in here, that matches my perception of you." Therefore, it accepts that suggestion so the perception of that individual being fat becomes stronger and they become heavier. On the other hand, if you take that same heavy person and stand them in front of that mirror and have them say, "I'm thin, I'm trim and I'm attractive." That goes toward the subconscious mind and the subconscious mind says, "No, that does not match the programming," and it's not allowed in.

How do we get suggestions into the inner mind? Now, it is so important for you to understand this, if an idea, a thought or a concept is allowed to go into the subconscious mind, it must happen. You are changing programming and that inner mind must respond to new programming. But it is not that easy.

Let me explain how it works. You make a decision, oh, let's say to stop smoking. You make your mind up at the conscious level that nothing in the world is going to stop you from ending the smoking habit. Now, your conscious mind says, "That's wonderful and I support you one hundred percent, you are going to be healthier. You are not going to get emphysema, or heart or blood diseases." But, to have change effectively happen, you have got to get it down into your computer in order to change that programming. And so you say fine, and you start to send that idea down to the subconscious mind. But here is the problem.

There's one more part of the conscious mind that I haven't told you about yet. I want you to think of this part of your conscious mind as kind of an employee, if you will, of the subconscious. Every Friday night the subconscious gives it its pay for the week and it does exactly what it is told and it only has one job. That job is to stop, to put on hold, like a red traffic light, any suggestion of positive change that we give ourselves or receive from an outside source. It stops it.

And then in a way we don't understand, but we do know it happens, there is a communication between this part of us called the critical factor of the conscious and the subconscious mind. The critical factor says, "Well, this person wants to stop smoking, can I let this suggestion in?" Now remember, if that suggestion goes into the inner mind, it must happen. But the subconscious mind says, "Wait a minute. He's been smoking for twenty years, he needs cigarettes for security." Or whatever reason there may be for that person. "Besides you realize I have to do so many years of re-programming and I just don't feel up to it, I don't want to do it, reject the suggestion!" Well, that's the critical factor's boss, so the critical factor of the
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conscious mind kind of turns into a mirror and rejects that suggestion and it can not go into the inner mind.

Now, we only have one other place to take that idea and that is to will power. That is in the conscious. And we all know how long will power lasts. How many diets have we been on, how many times have we tried to stop smoking.

Well, how do we get suggestion into that subconscious mind? Well, in this facility we use something called hypnosis. Now, what hypnosis does is this. It by-passes the critical factor, that is blocking part of our conscious mind. It's like giving it a couple of dollars and sending it to Wendy's and we'll tell it when to come back. Now, this is what most people who are ignorant of hypnosis think hypnosis really is. If this was all hypnosis was, then some of the stories you may have heard about hypnosis might be true. Things like I can control you or I can make you do anything I want you to do and you'd have to do it. Well if this was all it was, that would be true. But God did not leave us that vulnerable. Yet, this is true up to this point. But the instant this critical factor of our conscious mind is bypassed, what happens is this, we go into a very deep state of hypnosis.

Now, when we are in the state of hypnosis, it is not what you expect it to be. Our bodies, if we are using a relaxation type of hypnosis, are very relaxed; but, the more we go into hypnosis, the more our conscious mind becomes alert. In the deeper levels of hypnosis, your conscious mind is two to three hundred percent more alert than you are at this very moment. All of your five senses, including hearing, smelling, tasting, and seeing are hundreds of times better than they are right now.

So when you are in hypnosis, you are not asleep, you are extremely alert, probably more alert and clear minded than you have ever been before. Now the important thing to understand about this is that the conscious mind takes on a different role when you are in hypnosis. I want you to think of it as playing the role of the guardian of the gates protecting you. When you receive a suggestion in hypnosis, you hear it loud and clear.

Now when you hear that suggestion, and these are the tools for success or failure with hypnosis. When you hear that suggestion with your conscious mind, you must, and you really do have no choice, make one of four decisions about that suggestion. Which decision you make determines whether that suggestion is allowed to enter your subconscious mind or whether it is rejected. If it is allowed to enter, you will have the change that you are here to achieve, if it is rejected, there will be no change.

What are those four decisions or choices? Well, the first one could be, when you hear the suggestion, you think or say to yourself something like this, "I like that suggestion, boy, I know that one is going to work!" Now, that mental attitude at the conscious level allows that suggestion to go into your computer, the subconscious mind, and change begins. Unfortunately, you have three other choices. The next choice could be, well, forget actually hating a suggestion, or feeling it is something against your morals or beliefs, but perhaps that suggestion is just a tiny,
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little bit uncomfortable to you. Like that pair of shoes you wanted to buy that time, but you knew if you did, you would end up a cripple in about three months, because they just didn't fit right. Well, if that suggestion sounds just the tiniest bit uncomfortable to you for any reason, it is automatically blocked with the conscious mind and it is not allowed to enter the computer—and there is no change.

The next choice could be that you are neutral about the suggestion, you don't care if you get it or you don't care if you don't get it. It is kind of a meaningless suggestion to you. The conscious mind automatically blocks that suggestion and it can not get into your computer.

The last choice you have is probably the choice which causes more people to fail with hypnosis, if they do fail. It goes something like this. When you hear the suggestion, you say to yourself, "Oh, I like that suggestion, boy, I hope it works!" The word hope is the twin sister of the word try and try means automatic failure. If you look back on your life being honest with yourself, anytime you tried to do something, you failed. "Okay, mom, I'll try." "Okay, dad, I'll try." Try means failure. If you look back at your life, anytime you have said to yourself, "I'm going to do it," and there was no question about it, you did it, and you probably did it very well. Hope is the twin sister of try. You could hope for the cows to come home, that doesn't mean they are going to come home. So, if you say hope or try, that suggestion is blocked by the conscious mind, it is not allowed to enter the computer and there is no change.

A little thought. If you eliminate the words hope and try from your personal and professional vocabulary from this moment on, within a week you are going to feel better than you have felt in a long time. The only time a suggestion is allowed to go into your computer is if you take the mental attitude when you hear that suggestion, "I like that suggestion, I know it's going to work." And that is how easy it is!

Now, let me give you some real truths. The first is this, there is no such thing as hypnosis! There never has been and there never will be. I have been in the field for many, many years and I have never hypnotized a single person and I doubt that I ever will. There is only one form of hypnosis, there always has been and there always will be. ALL hypnosis is self-hypnosis. You don't need me to go into a beautiful, deep state of hypnosis all by yourself and you certainly don't need me to give you suggestions of positive change in any area of your life. You can do that all by yourself. The reason you are here today is only because you do not know how to do it! But, we teach people how to do that all the time. It's the easiest thing in the world. But all I can ever be for you or anybody else is not a hypnotist, because if I called myself a hypnotist, that means I could do something and I guess you are suppose to respond in a certain fashion and I can't do that. The reality and the truth is all I can ever be is a guide for you, and nothing more.

If you allow me to be your guide, I'll show you how to place yourself in a beautiful state of hypnosis. Feeling the physical relaxation and mental alertness. If you allow me to be your guide, I'll show you how to stay there until we're finished. If you don't want to be in this beautiful relaxed state, the slightest thought by you and it is over and you are back to your normal state of awareness. But, if you follow my guidance, I'll show you how to stay there.
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And then the most important thing of all is, if you accept the suggestions given to you with the correct mental attitude, I like it, I know it's going to work, you'll have change in the way you want it. If you take one of the other choices, you'll fail. I can't force a suggestion into your mind. Only YOU can ALLOW it to happen.

Hypnosis is a 100% consent state by you. You must allow things to happen. You can stop them from happening with the slightest thought if you don't want it to happen. Now, I want you to understand that anyone, as long as their IQ is above 70 and they want hypnosis, can go into a very deep level of hypnosis, how fast? (SNAP FINGERS) Just like that! The only thing that keeps a person from going into that beautiful state of physical relaxation and mental alertness is if they have a fear or a misconception about what hypnosis really is and I would like to talk briefly about some of the more common fears and misconceptions of hypnosis.

Some people feel that when you are in hypnosis, that you are asleep. Well, I want you to know that when your mind is three or four hundred percent more alert than you are at this very moment, this is about as far from sleep that you are ever going to get, in this lifetime anyway. Hypnosis has nothing to do with sleep.

Some people are afraid they won't "wake up" from hypnosis and that is true, I agree with that, I have never known anyone to "wake up" from hypnosis. You see there is only one thing you can "wake up" from and that is sleep. If you are not asleep, you can't "wake up." Semantics, yes, but we use words in our profession. They are our only tools. The term is emerge from hypnosis. Anytime you would want to emerge from hypnosis, all you have to do is have the slightest thought that you don't want to be in this relaxed state anymore and instantly, it's over and you are back to your normal awareness.

Then there is that powerful misconception that some people have that says I can control you and make you do anything I want you to do. I have to be honest with you, I wish that was true, because than I could guarantee you success. But remember you have those four choices when you hear a suggestion and that the only time the suggestion is allowed to enter your computer is if you say, "I like it, I know it's going to work." I can't force that in, I can't control you!

I want you to know that you and you alone are responsible for your success. You and you alone are responsible for your failure. What mental attitude you take when you hear a suggestion determines success or failure.

Some people have the misconception that they will tell me all their deep dark secrets when they are in hypnosis. For the same reasons of mental alertness, you are more in control of anything you choose to do or say while you are in hypnosis then you are right now. If you don't want to tell me something, then you won't. If I was to ask you for information that was none of my business, you would simply tell me it is none of my business. No one can make you divulge information that is proprietary. As a matter of fact, if I wanted that kind of information from you, I would have a much better chance of obtaining it now, in your normal conscious
Pre-induction Interview

awareness, because right now, you are mentally dull compared to your mental capabilities when you are in hypnosis.

Some people say, "Wait a minute, wait a minute, I hear what you are saying, but I've seen stage hypnotists work and I know those people control those folks." "I've seen them bark like dogs and think they have body odor," or something on this order. Many years ago, when I was a young man, I was a stage hypnotist. Let me tell you how it works.

When a stage hypnotist comes to town, there is advertising and a lot of people are interested so they show up. They want to see the show and a lot of them would like to be volunteers as subjects for the stage hypnotist. Now, when that stage hypnotist comes out and gives a little bit of a short lecture on hypnosis saying he is showing the entertainment side of hypnosis and there is a clinical side, he tells the people, "You know this whole show depends on you, the audience, you're the people that I need for the show." And he asks the people, "Is there anybody here who will volunteer to come up on stage?" Well, you would be amazed how many hands go up!

But that stage hypnotist does not necessarily take those people at all. He tells those people, "You know," he says, "really good subjects are those individuals who have the best ability to imagine, a wonderful imagination and the ability to concentrate," and he says he will give the whole audience a test for imagination and concentration. He is kind of telling a little fib, for he is testing the audience to find out two very important things. First, who goes into hypnosis like this (SNAP FINGERS). He has a stage show to put on, he can't waste time with long hypnotic techniques. More importantly, he is testing those people to find out who wants to have fun and who is uninhibited in public. These are the people he invites up on stage. They usually enter hypnosis very rapidly and very easily. And those people when they hear the suggestion, because they want to have fun, take the mental attitude, I like it, I want it to work and it does.

Many times on the stage, a person thinks they want to do these things, but when it comes time to actually have it happen, they don't have the correct mental attitude and the suggestion is ineffective. These people, the stage hypnotist sends back to their seats, or, if it's long enough into the show, he will sit them on a stage chair and ignore them for the rest of the show.

Stage hypnosis operates by the same rules as clinical hypnosis, you always have the choice as to whether or not you want that suggestion. If you don't want it, truthfully don't want it, it will be rejected and there will be no change.

So, you see, hypnosis is up to you. People ask me what my success rate is with smoking or weight control. I have to be honest with those people. My success rate is 100%. I've had an awful lot of training in hypnosis for an awful lot of years. I know exactly what to say to my clients and if they accept those suggestions, they'll have wonderful change and if they reject them they will have no change. So my success rate is always perfect. Will yours be perfect? If you accept the suggestions with the correct mental attitude, I like it, I know it will work, yes, you'll have 100% success. If you accept with any other ideas you will fail. It is up to you. I
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know you are going to enjoy our sessions together, I'd like you to, if you have any questions, just write them down on a piece of paper, so when I come back to the office, we can talk about them a little more. If there's something I haven't covered in our talk you would like to know more about, I'll be happy to discuss it with you. And remember hypnosis is a wonderful, wonderful way to change our lives and it is available to you. Thank you for giving me this time with you.

This pre-talk script is meant to be used for making an audio or video tape for the client to listen to or view before the hypnotist enters the session room. During this time, the client should be given a pencil and paper to write any questions s/he wishes to ask the hypnotist before the hypnotic portion of the session begins.

This process helps save time, the hypnotist’s voice and assures each client receives the same quality pre-talk through the longest of session days. It also allows the hypnotist to make use of this time for other things; such as, finishing up with the previous client, returning calls, etc.

It is meant as a guide on how to educate the client regarding hypnosis and the hypnotic procedure prior to the induction portion of the session. If you are uncomfortable with any portion of the "pre-talk" script presented here, adapt it to fit your own needs and personality.
Sounds Around You Patter

As I told you, you will always be aware of the sounds around you. You are not asleep, just relaxed. The only difference is that from this moment on, any sounds you hear will not affect or disturb you in any way.

As a matter of fact, any sounds you hear, *(mention any ones they might hear)* will just help and guide you to go deeper relaxed. The only sound you remain interested in is the sound of my voice and the sound of my voice always helps you to relax much more.
Emerging Technique # 1

By Gerald F. Kein

In a moment I'm going to count from one up to three. At the count of three, and not before, you will open your eyes and become fully refreshed, totally alert, feeling wonderful and marvelous in every way.

ONE! Slowly, easily and gently feel yourself coming back to your full awareness.

At the count of TWO, you're still relaxed and calm, but a wonderful feeling of new energy flows throughout your mind and body; and your eyes, under your eyelids, feel as if they are clearing, as if they are being bathed in a cool mountain stream.

On the next count, eyes open, fully alert, feeling wonderful and marvelous in every way. Get ready now. All right, number THREE, eyes open, fully alert and notice how good you feel!

How Do You Feel?

Emerging Technique # 2

By Martin Segall

In a moment I will count from 1 to 5. At the count of five, and not before, you will open your eyes and emerge from this very pleasant state of hypnosis. You notice I use the term emerge, rather than the word awaken, simply because you're not asleep. You are just in a very pleasant state of relaxation.

When you emerge, you will feel wonderfully relaxed and refreshed. You will remember everything said while you were in hypnosis. If there were any tensions from the day's activities, they will diminish and disappear. You will feel great.

1...2...3...4...5, Eyes open, wide open, fully alert and feeling wonderful.

How Do You Feel?
Progressive Relaxation Induction
Disguised Technique

Now that you feel safe and comfortable, I'd like you to close your eyes and keep them closed until I ask you to open them. Just let your body relax...nice and easy. Now I'd like you to take a real good deep breath and hold it. Now let it out S-L-O-W-L-Y, good.

Now I'd like you to take another real good deep breath. Fill your lungs up real good, and let it out S-L-O-W-L-Y again. Excellent. Now, I'd like you to take one more deep breath... fill your lungs up real good now...and hold it. Now let it out S-L-O-W-L-Y, and already you can feel your body starting to relax.

Now let that warm, wonderful feeling of relaxation flow all the way down to your feet. Feel your feet becoming loose and limp. Now let this feeling of relaxation flow up into your ankles.

From the ankles, up all the large and small muscles of your legs to your knees. From your knees now, into your thighs. From your thighs into your hips. From your hips now, into your abdomen.

With each breath you exhale, just let your body go DEEPER and DEEPER relaxed. Just let it all go, more and more. Let that warm, wonderful feeling of relaxation flow up all the muscles of your back. Let all the muscles of your back go loose and limp and lazy, just like a rag doll.

Let this relaxation flow up into your shoulders. Now over your shoulders and down your arms to your elbows...from your elbows to your wrists...from your wrist into your hands, going out to the ends of your fingertips, guiding you DEEPER and DEEPER relaxed. Just letting it all go more and more.

Let that warm, wonderful feeling of relaxation flow up all the muscles of your neck. Let all the muscles of your neck go loose, limp and lazy. Let this relaxation flow up into your head. Now over your head and down into your brow. All the muscles of your eyes relaxed. All the muscles of your cheeks relaxed. All the muscles of your chin relaxed.

Now if your teeth are clenched, just unclench them now, and let your jaw sag. Just let it all go, more and more...DEEPER and DEEPER relaxed.

Now, I'm going to count from three down to one. On each count just allow yourself, let yourself drift, DEEPER and DEEPER relaxed. (3) Going deeper and deeper. (2) Going deeper and deeper relaxed. (1) So deep, so comfortable, so relaxed, just letting yourself go, more and more.
Progressive Relaxation Induction
Disguised Technique

Outside noises will not disturb you in any way. In fact, any you hear will only help you to relax much more. The only sound you allow yourself to be interested in is the sound of my voice, and the sound of my voice helps you to drift DEEPER and DEEPER relaxed. Always letting go... more and more... loose and limp.

Now, I'm going to count from five down to one. On each count let the relaxation double throughout your whole body. (5) Allowing relaxation to double. (4) Relaxation doubling more and more. (3) Very comfortable, very relaxed. (2) Relaxation is almost doubled in your body. (1) You have allowed relaxation to double in your body. Every nerve, every tissue, every fiber doubled in it's relaxation, more and more, deeper, letting go, further and further.

Now, I'm going to count from five down to one again. On each count triple the relaxation in your body. (5) Allowing relaxation to begin tripling. (4) Relaxation triples more and more. (3) Very comfortable, very relaxed. (2) Relaxation almost triples in your body. (1) You have allowed relaxation to triple in your body.

Every nerve, every tissue, every fiber tripling in it’s relaxation. Just really letting go, unwinding, loosening up, limp, very relaxed. All discomforts gone from your body. All your organs functioning normally, all your glands are functioning perfectly.

Just letting yourself go, more and more. You will always be aware of your surroundings. You may hear sounds in the background, but those sounds will not disturb or affect you in any way. The only sound you will be interested in is the sound of my voice and the sound of my voice just helps you to drift DEEPER and DEEPER relaxed.

CONTINUE WITH DEEPENING TECHNIQUES
Good First Visit Induction  
Sensi-Motor Technique

Make sure hands placed on thighs. Feet flat on floor.

PATTER: I want you to look down at one of your hands (pause). Which hand have you chosen please? Fine, continue to look at your_______hand in an easy, dreamy sort of way. Easily and effortlessly, as opposed to a hard concentration. Now take a slow deep breath.

As you sit there, perfectly still, motionless, that's not really true, because when you stop to think about it, no matter how still you are, there is always some movement, some motion taking place in your body. For example, your heart is beating. The beating of your heart is motion EVEN THOUGH YOU’RE SITTING STILL. As a matter of fact, many people can feel their heart beat if they concentrate on it. You're breathing, your lungs function. THIS IS MOTION EVEN THOUGH YOU’RE SITTING STILL.

So you see______, EVEN THOUGH YOU’RE SITTING STILL there is always some motion, some movement taking place within your body. AND BY THE SAME TOKEN, as you look at your hand, you're going to notice some motion of some sort. You may notice it visually or feel it. A finger might twitch a muscle or a nerve. Different people, of course, have different reactions. Occasionally, the hand feels heavy.

But usually, and this is the most interesting thing you probably will be interested in seeing; usually the hand begins to feel light. It's going to feel lighter and lighter.

Soon your hand will feel so light, that it will just want to float up, as though my hand is drawing it up. I want you to let your hand do whatever it wants. Don't help it, don't hinder it. As it begins to feel lighter and lighter it will start to lift up. It probably wants to lift up now. If it feels like it does, just let it lift up.

Lighter and lighter, things are moving now. Think as though my hand is actually drawing it up. It gets lighter and lighter. Lighter and lighter, starting to lift up now, higher and higher.

Imagine I am tying a string to your hand and it is attached to a large helium filled balloon, floating above your head. As you know, helium is lighter than air so it rises. It makes your hand lighter and lighter. Higher, and higher. Let your hand start to rise higher and higher. Keep going and point out motion until hand off leg.

AFTER Hand OFF LEG

As you watch your hand rise, you begin to feel a sense of relaxation. Higher, and higher. All the muscles of your body, especially your eye muscles, will soon feel so relaxed you'll want to close your eyes. But please do not close your eyes until your hand touches your face. Even though you would like to close your eyes, don't do it until your hand touches your face.

Your hand will rise progressively faster and faster until it touches your face. Then you can close your eyes because I know you would like to do that, but please do not close them until your hand touches your face. Let it go higher and higher. It's approaching your face. You would like to close your eyes now, but don't do that. Don't close your eyes.
Good First Visit Induction
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Let your hand go up, and soon it will be touching your face. It's touching your face now, close your eyes and sink into deep relaxation. And now you can slowly lower your hand and arm. And as your hand goes down slowly, your relaxation deepens further.

And when your hand touches your leg, you will go twice as deep. As your hand goes down slowly, you relax deeper and deeper. Almost as if you're going to sleep, but of course, you are not going to sleep, you know that. Just let your hand drop and go twice as deep, easing into relaxation.

You're perfectly aware of all your surroundings. You may hear sounds in the background but they will not bother you in any way. The only sound you will be interested in will be the sound of my voice.

1-5 Emerging Procedure.
Abnormal Reactions

Abnormal reaction from hypnotized subjects are rare, but if you are using hypnosis extensively, there is always a possibility of encountering one of them. The only sure safeguard against any of these examples happening is to have a complete physical, mental and life history on every one of your clients. Of course this is impossible, therefore, your only alternative is to be able to recognize these abnormalities and know how to cope with them.

**EMOTIONAL OUTLET** - Hypnosis produces a natural emotional outlet. A subject may be perfectly normal until hypnotized. Then may begin to toss and turn or exhibit other unusual signs. While in a normal waking state, the subject has control over these idiosyncrasies, but in hypnosis the emotions are turned loose. Avoid working with this client if he continues to react negatively.

**SUPPRESSED EMOTIONS** - An example of this would be when a client is placed in hypnosis and begins to cry...for no apparent reason. Usually something very depressing has happened to the client in the near past, like a death in the family. This subject holds his emotions in check until hypnotized, when he lets his guard down and lets out his suppressed emotions.

Allow the client to go ahead and cry...and tell him that it is good to let these suppressed emotions out. After a few minutes tell the subject to stop crying...and just relax. Continue with the session only if your client wishes to.

**ABREACTIONS** - Are traumatic episodes brought out by suggestion. They occur when a subject begins to cry, scream or becomes hysterical only AFTER SUGGESTION HAS BEEN GIVEN. This is common when age regressing a subject who has had an unpleasant childhood or a traumatic experience in the past.

An abreaction can also be caused by suggesting a scene closely related to that of a traumatic event. For example...a suggestion was given to a woman that she was relaxing and sunning on the beach when some dark clouds appeared. The clouds covered the sun, the wind picked up, and it began to rain. The suggestion, seemingly harmless, was given to produce hot and cold sensations. Instead, the subject immediately began to cry. Her crying stopped after she was instructed to forget the suggestion and just relax. It was later discovered she had subconsciously recalled a similar situation when she was a little girl playing on the beach with her friends. Only then, along with the rain and dark clouds was lightening, which killed her girlfriend. This whole experience was completely forgotten and only after much questioning was she able to consciously remember any traumatic event ever happening.

**ARTIFICIAL TRAUMATIC EVENTS** - Can be created by giving improper suggestions, ie., being chased by a beast, having a truck pull out in front of you while driving at high speed etc. You may enjoy watching your subjects reaction, as with stage hypnosis, but in a clinical environment it is unethical. The subject would probably refuse further suggestions and there would be the possibility of physical damage to the client. These techniques should not be used under any circumstances.
Hypnosis Vocabulary

ABREACTION
Emotional purging by talking out or acting out repressed, or partially repressed, harmful emotional material.

AGE REGRESSION
The phenomenon of returning in one's mind, as well as in one's behavior, to some earlier period of time or supposed life.

AMNESIA, HYPNOTIC
Loss of ability to recall past experiences occurring during hypnosis. When reaching a certain level of trance, the natural tendency of an individual not to carry back to the conscious mind the experiences of the trance state. This trance depth varies with each individual. The individual always knows what is happening while they are in this state and all protections apply.

AMNESIA, POST - HYPNOTIC
The subconscious mind will not allow the client to remember experiences in the hypnotic state that it feels would cause him or her the inability to function in normal life. Suggestions for amnesia given by the hypnotist concerning something against the clients moral or religious character, if accepted, will become ineffective in approximately 72 hours.

AMNESIA, SPONTANEOUS
A form of amnesia occurring in a subject without receiving any suggestion to this effect. Spontaneous amnesia is a simple psychological defense mechanism.

ANIMAL MAGNETISM
Mesmer's name for hypnotism selected on the assumption that the state is related to the phenomenon or ordinary magnetism.

ARM LEVITATION
A ideo-motor technique where the subject is able to lift his arm with no conscious effort on his part.

AUTO-HYPNOSIS
Same as self hypnosis. A person is trained to hypnotize himself.

AUTOMATIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
The automatic nervous system plays a vital role in respiration, digestion, circulation of blood and the activity of glands of internal and external secretion. Increased control over the automatic nervous system is common in hypnosis, it is responsible for many striking psychosomatic phenomenon.
Hypnosis Vocabulary

BRAID, JAMES (1795-1860)
A Manchester, England physician and the author or Neurohypnology (1843), who discovered that the so-called "animal magnetics" had actually nothing to do with any magnetic influence and consequently gave modern name to the science of hypnotism. He used, at first, the method of fascination, but later turned to verbal suggestion. Among other things, he availed himself of hypnosis to perform painless surgical operations.

CATALEPSY
A form of high suggestibility in which the subject can obtain rigidity of muscle groups through suggestion. "Arm rigid, cannot bend. Eyes stuck tightly, cannot open."

CHEVREUL PENDULUM
Originally designed by M. Chevreul, any weight object suspended by a chain or string about 15 in long. It is used for determining the subjects suggestibility or uncovering subconscious information that is not available to the conscious mind.

CONSCIOUS LEVEL
The normal waking state of mind.

COUNTER SUGGESTION
A suggestion offered to an individual to challenge his fixed ideas concerning something or to inhibit the effect of a previous belief.

DETACHMENT
When a person is aware of his environment, but does not participate or care to participate.

DREAM, HYPNOTIC
A dream suggested by the hypnotist, whatever the purpose; ie., imagery, visualizations.

EIDETIC IMAGERY
Sensory imagery, primarily visual, which practically reaches the clarity of actual perception. It is fairly common in children and extremely rare in adults, but can be readily aroused in hypnosis.

ESDAILE, JAMES (1808-1859)
Of Edinburg; having heard, while in Calcutta, of the anesthetic use of hypnosis, he turned to it "to relieve the pain of a Hindu convict who was about to undergo a painful operation." Within several months he reported 75 successful and painless major operations and several thousand minor operations with uniformly painless results. This included nineteen amputations.

FASCINATION
The method of hypnotizing by fixation of eyes on a small shining object held a little above the subject's eyes. Originally introduced by James Braid. It is now usually combined with verbal suggestion.
Hypnosis Vocabulary

**FIXATION**
Inducing hypnosis by concentration of attention on a single sensation or object.

**FRACTIONATION**
A good method of deepening the state of hypnosis, by hypnotizing a person, having the person open eyes, but not emerging from the state, then closing eyes; each time with a suggestion of going deeper each time the eyes are closed.

**HALUCINATION, HYPNOTIC**
Not like hallucination defined in psychology. Simply having the person create a picture in his mind of something through suggestion.

**HALUCINATION, NEGATIVE**
The inability to see something that **DOES EXIST** through suggestion.

**HALUCINATION, POSITIVE**
The ability to see something that **DOES NOT EXIST** through suggestion.

**HANGOVER**
A headache, drowsiness or occasionally nausea created by not bringing the person out of hypnosis properly. Drowsiness commonly following the first induction of a client never having experienced hypnotism previously.

**HETERO - HYPNOSIS**
Hypnotic state induced by another person.

**HYPER - SUGGESTIBILITY**
Heightened suggestibility manifested through deep hypnotic state.

**HYPNO-ANALYSIS**
The practice of analyzing subjects problem and resolution through hypnotic techniques

**HYPNOIDAL**
A very light state of hypnosis.

**HYPNOLOGY**
The study of hypnosis.

**HYPNOSIS**
The by-pass of the critical factor of the conscious mind and the establishment of acceptable selective thinking.

**IDEO - MOTOR**
Involuntary movement of muscles produced by an idea or suggestion.
Hypnosis Vocabulary

**IDEO-MOTION**
Involuntary movement produced by an idea or suggestion.

**IDEO-SENSORY**
Pertaining to and affecting the senses.

**INDUCTION**
The process or technique used to hypnotize the subject.

**KINESIS**
Physical movement.

**KINESTHETIC**
Muscles, tendons and organs stimulated by bodily movement.

**LETHARGY**
A state of hypnosis characterized by general muscular flaccidity.

**MESMERISM**
The technique of hypnotizing developed by F. A. Mesmer in accordance with his history of animal magnetism.

**MONOIDEISM**
James Braid's finding that the state of hypnosis depends on the narrowing or limiting of the subject's attention.

**OBSESSION**
A driving, sometimes irresistible idea; when combined with an emotion, is likely to result in action, sometimes endlessly repeated.

**PHOBIA**
An overwhelming fear of fear.

**PRE - HYPNOTIC SUGGESTION**
A suggestion given prior to the hypnotic induction which is meant to take place when client is in hypnosis.

**PYRAMIDING**
A powerful method of deepening hypnosis by changing the induction without telling the subject.

**PSYCHOSOMATIC ILLNESS**
Physical illness caused by negative mental thoughts.
Hypnosis Vocabulary

RAPPORT
The working relationship between the hypnotist and the client.

RESISTANCE
The unwillingness of a subject to accept the hypnotic process; usually due to an inhibition, fear of hypnosis or fear of another nature existing in the client.

SEAL
A hypnotic block, produced while client is in the hypnotic state by the operator suggesting to the subject that no one else will be able to hypnotize him/her.

SELECTIVE AMNESIA
Subjects conscious amnesia which is confined to a specific period.

SOMNAMBULISM
The deep working state of hypnosis. In this state the eyes may be opened without waking. Complete amnesia may result. Positive and negative hallucinations may be induced.

SUBCONSCIOUS MIND
The area of mind in which mental processes and possibly resulting behavior take place apart from one's conscious awareness.

SUGGESTIBILITY
A measurement of a person's susceptibility to suggestion.

SUGGESTION
A hint, proposal, offer or a new alternative idea given in the waking state or otherwise. In hypnosis it is a technique of influencing a subject or of modifying his behavior. Whatever suggestion has done, suggestion can undo.

SUGGESTION - POST HYPNOTIC
A suggestion given to a subject in hypnosis that is meant to take place after the person emerges from the hypnotic state.

SUGGESTION, THERAPEUTIC
Suggestion aiming at the restoration of someone's health or serving some purpose of medical treatment.

SUGGESTION, WAKING
A suggestion given in a certain manner in a person's normal state of awareness that is accepted and takes effect.
Rules of the Mind

Rule Number One:

EVERY THOUGHT OR IDEA CAUSES A PHYSICAL REACTION.

Your thoughts can affect all of the functions of your body. WORRY thoughts trigger changes in the stomach that in time can lead to ulcers. ANGER thoughts stimulate your adrenal glands and increased adrenaline in the blood stream causes many body changes. ANXIETY and FEAR thoughts affect your pulse rate.

Ideas that have a strong emotional content almost always reach the subconscious mind, because it is the feeling mind. Once accepted, these ideas continue to produce the same body reaction over and over again. In order to eliminate or change chronic negative bodily reactions, we must reach the subconscious mind and change the idea responsible for the reaction. This is done with self-hypnosis and autosuggestion.

Rule Number Two:

WHAT IS EXPECTED TENDS TO BE REALIZED.

The brain and the nervous system respond only to mental images. It does not matter if the image is self-induced or from the external world. The mental image formed becomes the blueprint, and the subconscious mind uses every means at its disposal to carry out the plan. Worry is a form of programming a picture of what we don't want, but the subconscious mind acts to fulfill the pictured situation. "THE THINGS THAT I HAVE FEARED HAVE COME UPON ME!"

Many persons suffer from chronic anxiety, which is simply a subconscious mental expectancy that something terrible will happen to them. On the other hand, we all know people who seem to have the "magic" touch. Life seems to shower them with blessings for no apparent reason, and so we call them "lucky". What seems to be luck, in reality is POSITIVE MENTAL EXPECTANCY, a strong belief that they deserve to be successful. "WE BECOME WHAT WE THINK ABOUT".

Our physical health is largely dependent upon our mental expectancy. Physicians recognize that if a patient expects to remain sick, lame, paralyzed, helpless, even to die, the expected condition tends to be realized. Here is where self-hypnosis can become the tool to remove despondence and negative attitudes and bring about a hopeful positive expectancy - - the expectancy of health, strength, and well being, which then tends to be realized.

Rule Number Three:

IMAGINATION IS MORE POWERFUL THAN KNOWLEDGE WHEN DEALING WITH YOUR OWN MIND OR THE MIND OF ANOTHER.
Rules of the Mind

This is an important rule to remember when using self-hypnosis. REASON IS EASILY OVERRULED BY IMAGINATION. This is why some persons blindly rush into some unreasonable act or situation. Violent crimes based upon jealousy are almost always caused by an overactive imagination. Most of us feel superior to those who lose their savings to con men, or blindly follow a demagogue such as Hitler, or are sold worthless stocks. We can easily see that such people have allowed their imagination to overcome their reason. But we are often blind to our own superstitions, prejudice and unreasonable beliefs. Any idea accompanied by a strong emotion such as anger, hatred, love, or our political and religious beliefs usually cannot be modified through the use of reason. In using self-hypnosis we can form images in the subconscious mind, which is the feeling mind, and can remove, alter or amend the old ideas.

Rule Number four:

ONCE AN IDEA THAT HAS BEEN ACCEPTED BY THE SUBCONSCIOUS MIND, IT REMAINS UNTIL IT IS REPLACED BY ANOTHER IDEA. THE COMPANION RULE TO THIS IS, THE LONGER THE IDEA REMAINS, THE MORE OPPOSITION THERE IS TO REPLACING IT WITH A NEW IDEA.

Once an idea has been accepted, it tends to become a fixed habit of thinking. This is how habits of action are formed, both good and bad. First, there is the thought and then the action. We have habits of thinking as well as habits of action, but the thought or idea always comes first. Hence it is obvious that if we wish to change our actions we must begin by changing our thoughts. We accept as true certain facts. For example, we accept as true that the sun rises in the east and sets in the west. We accept this even though the day may be cloudy and we cannot see the sun. This is an instance of a correct fact conception that governs our actions under normal conditions. However, we have many thought habits that are not correct and yet are fixed in the mind. Some people believe that at critical times they must have a drink of whiskey or a tranquilizer to steady their nerves so that they can perform effectively. This is not correct, but the idea is there and it is a fixed habit of thought. There will be opposition to replacing it with a correct idea.

Now, in advancing these rules, we are speaking of fixed ideas, not just idle thoughts or passing fancies. We need to alter fixed ideas or to use them. No matter how fixed the ideas may be or how long they have remained, they can be changed using self-hypnosis and autosuggestion.

Rule Number Five:

EACH SUGGESTION ACTED UPON CREATES LESS OPPOSITION TO SUCCESSIVE SUGGESTION.
Rules of the Mind

A mental habit is easier to follow the longer it lasts unbroken. Once a habit is formed it becomes easier to follow and more difficult to break.

In other words, once a self-suggestion has been accepted by your subconscious mind it becomes easier for additional suggestions to be accepted and acted upon. This is why, when you are just beginning with self-hypnosis and autosuggestion, we suggest you start with simple suggestions. You can suggest that you feel a tingling sensation or a warm and pleasant feeling. You should begin now with the suggestion that you will automatically emerge from self-hypnosis in ten minutes.

Rule Number Six:

AN EMOTIONALLY INDUCED SYMPTOM TENDS TO CAUSE ORGANIC CHANGE IF PERSISTED IN LONG ENOUGH.

It has been acknowledged by many reputable medical men that more than seventy percent of human ailments are functional rather than organic. This means that the function of an organ or another part of the body has been disturbed by the reaction of the nervous system to negative ideas held in the subconscious mind. We do not mean to imply that every person who complains of an ailment is emotionally ill or neurotic. There are diseases caused by germs, parasites, virus and other things attacking the human body. However, we are a mind in a body and the two cannot be separated. Therefore, if you continue to fear ill health, constantly talk about your "nervous stomach" or "tension headaches", in time organic changes must occur.

Rule Number Seven:

WHEN DEALING WITH THE SUBCONSCIOUS MIND AND IT'S FUNCTIONS, THE GREATER THE CONSCIOUS EFFORT, THE LESS THE SUBCONSCIOUS RESPONSE.

This proves why "Sill power" doesn't really exist! If you have insomnia, you've learned "the harder you try to go to sleep, the more wide awake you become". The rule is, "When dealing with the subconscious mind, TAKE IT EASY". This means you must work to develop a positive mental expectancy that your problems can and will be solved. As your faith in your subconscious mind increases, you learn to "let it happen" rather than trying to "force it to happen".
Waking Hypnosis

When hypnotic effects are achieved without the use of the relaxed state, such effects are called *waking hypnosis*.

1. It is summertime. You are extremely comfortable and enjoying the weather. Suddenly someone says, "Wow! It's hot!" In a moment or two, you notice that you are perspiring profusely. It doesn't occur to you that the suggestion precipitated "waking hypnosis," which brought on the perspiration.

2. Every time a doctor gives or prescribes a placebo, he is using waking hypnosis.

Waking Hypnosis Experiment

In the presence of a number of people, crack open a perfectly fresh egg. Make a wry face and exclaim, "Whew! This egg smells rotten. I wouldn't eat it for a thousand dollars." Now, pass the egg around. Let everyone smell it. Some of the people present will agree that the perfectly fresh egg has an offensive odor. Some may even say it looks bad. When you made the assertion, "Whew! This egg smells rotten..." You made a positive statement of apparent fact which your hearers accepted en toto. You bypassed their critical factors, substituting your own. Respect for your judgment caused them to believe what you said even before they smelled the egg, thus minimizing their ability to judge the egg fairly.

Attaining Waking Hypnosis

1. The mind of the subject must lock itself around a given idea.

2. The suggestion must not be objectionable to the subject.

Suggestions given in the waking state must be given with complete confidence and absolute assurance. They must leave no room for doubt. If doubt creeps in, the suggestion usually becomes ineffective. Therefore, give the suggestions in a manner that implies that what you have said is as certain of happening as the dawn.

**LEAVE NO ROOM FOR DOUBT!**
Hand Drop Induction
By Gerald F. Kein

"Place your hand in mine... like that - Got it?
Now, look at me. **Point to your forehead!**
At the count of three, press down against my hand.
I'll be pressing up against your power... Got the idea?
Now, follow my instructions completely!"

"One, **wagging your finger at the subject with each count,**
two, three - PUSH PUSH PUSH, That's right...push hard, that's good."

"Now let your eyes become heavy, droopy, drowsy and sleepy...closing, closing, closing.." *If you have to, pull the subject's eyelids shut with your thumb and index finger.*

*Now, instantly pull your hand out from under the subject's and say, "SLEEP!" and tap the subject on the forehead with the palm of your hand.*

_Then say, "As I rock your head gently, allow your body to go loose, limp and deeply relaxed."_

_Do a five to one count for eye catalepsy_
_Fractionation to a proper depth_
Fixation Induction

Hold an object, crystal ball, coin, key etc., about ten inches above subject's eyes to force him to look up, or ask him to select a spot on the ceiling above eye level and have him stare at it in a vague and dreamy kind of way.

Say the following: "Keep gazing at this object (or spot). Your eyes may shift from the object, but they'll go right back to it. As you stare at it, you'll notice that your eyes get very tired. They get very heavy and tired. It's harder now to keep them open; it's harder now to keep them open. They begin to water; they begin to burn; they feel like lead. Your eyelids are becoming heavier and heavier, and they close; they're closing, they're closing. They're as heavy as lead. You can feel yourself getting drowsy and tired, very drowsy." These suggestions are repeated until the eyes flicker and shut.

"Your eyes are shutting and you allow yourself to feel very drowsy and relaxed. Very relaxed. Your arms relax. Your body relaxes. Your legs relax. You let yourself feel very drowsy. Your breathing is becoming deep and regular, and you let yourself become drowsier and drowsier and drowsier."

In most cases a repetition of suggestions, such as above, for several minutes will result in the subjects closing his eyes. In the event the eyes do not close, a counting technique should be used. The subject is told...

"You notice that your eyelids are becoming heavy. I am going to count from ten to one. As I do, allow your eyelids to get heavier and heavier, and by the time I reach the count of one, or even before, your eyelids will close and you will keep them closed until I ask you to open them."

"Ten...they are getting very heavy. They are getting heavier and heavier. Nine...your eyelids are getting very heavy. You feel drowsy all over. You get drowsier and drowsier. You feel drowsy all over. You get drowsier and drowsier. Feel your eyes getting very, very tired. They burn, they smart and they water, and as I approach the count of one, your eyes get so heavy that you cannot keep the open. Eight...they are getting heavier and heavier. Seven... you go into a much deeper, more quiet state of relaxation. You get drowsier and drowsier all over. Six...you're getting drowsier and drowsier. Five...you notice your eyelids are becoming very heavy. It's very very difficult to keep them open. They are beginning to close. They are closing, closing, closing. Four... they are becoming very, very heavy. Three...they are getting so heavy that by the time I reach the count of one, or sooner, they will close and you will go into a very restful state. Two...they are getting very heavy. They begin to close. They are getting heavier and heavier. One...they close and you keep them closed until I ask you to open them."

Proceed with deepening techniques and the rest of the session.
Dave Elman Induction

Now, take a long deep breath and hold it for a few seconds. As you exhale this breath, allow your eyes to close and let go of the surface tension in your body. Just let your body relax as much as possible right now.

Now, place your awareness on your eye muscles and relax the muscles around your eyes to the point they just won't work. When you're sure they're so relaxed that as long as you hold on to this relaxation, they just won't work, hold on to that relaxation and test them to make sure THEY WON'T WORK. (Allow 3 or 4 seconds to test then say) Stop testing.

Now, this relaxation you have in your eyes is the same quality of relaxation that I want you to have throughout your whole body. So, just let this quality of relaxation flow through your whole body from the top of your head, to the tips of your toes.

Now, we can deepen this relaxation much more. In a moment, I'm going to have you open and close your eyes. When you close your eyes that's your signal to let this feeling of relaxation become 10 times deeper. All you have to do is want it to happen and you can make it happen very easily. Ok, now, open your eyes...now close your eyes and feel that relaxation flowing through your entire body, taking you much deeper. Use your wonderful imagination and imagine your whole body is covered and wrapped in a warm blanket of relaxation.

Now, we can deepen this relaxation much more. In a moment, I'm going to have you open and close your eyes one more time. Again, when you close your eyes, double the relaxation you now have. Make it become twice as deep. Ok, now once more, open your eyes...close your eyes and double your relaxation...good. Let every muscle in your body become so relaxed that as long as you hold on to this quality of relaxation, every muscle of your body will not work.

In a moment, I'm going to have you open and close your eyes one more time. Again, when you close your eyes, double the relaxation you now have. Make it become twice as deep. Ok, now, once more, open your eyes....close your eyes and double your relaxation...good. Let every muscle in your body become so relaxed that as long as you hold on to this quality of relaxation, every muscle of your body will not work.

In a moment, I'm going to lift your (right or left) hand by the wrist, just a few inches, and drop it. If you have followed my instructions up to this point, that hand will be so relaxed it will be just as loose and limp as a wet cloth, and will simply plop down. Now don't try to help me or you have to remove realization. Let me do all the lifting so that when I release it, it just plops down and you allow yourself to go much deeper.

(If subject helps to lift hand say,) "No, no let me do all the lifting, don't help me. Let it be heavy. Don't help me. You'll feel it when you have it."

Now, that's complete physical relaxation. I want you to know that there are two ways a person can relax. You can relax physically and you can relax mentally. You already proved that you can relax physically, now let me show you how to relax mentally.

In a moment, Til ask you to begin slowly counting backward, out loud, from 100. Now, here's the secret to mental relaxation, with each number you say, double your mental relaxation. With each number you say, let your mind become twice as relaxed. Now if you do this, by the time you reach the number 98, or maybe even sooner, your mind will have become so relaxed, you will have actually relaxed all the rest of the numbers that would have come after 98, right out of your mind, there just won't be any more numbers. Now, you have to do this, I can't do it for you. Those numbers will leave if you will them away. Now start with the idea that you will make that happen and you can easily dispel them from your mind.
Dave Elman Induction

Now, say the first number, 100 and double your mental relaxation.

Client: 100

Hypnotist: Now double that mental relaxation, let those numbers already start to drift away.

Client: 99

Hypnotist: Double your mental relaxation. Start to make those numbers leave.

Client: 98

Hypnotist: Now, let them be gone. Dispel them. Banish them. Make it happen, you can do it, I can't do it for you. Push them out. Make it happen! ARE THEY ALL GONE?

**Use 10 to 1 deepening technique then begin therapy.**
The Confusion Method Of Induction
And Deepening

Just close your eyes and let your mind drift to where it will. You are aware of everything, and yet, you are not aware. You are listening with your subconscious mind, while your conscious mind is resting and not listening. Your conscious mind drifts far away and is not listening. Your subconscious mind is alert, and listening, and hearing everything while your conscious mind remains relaxed and very peaceful. You can relax peacefully because your subconscious mind is taking charge, and when this happens, you close your eyes and let your subconscious mind do all the listening. Your subconscious mind knows, and because your subconscious mind knows, your conscious mind does not need to know and you can stay relaxed, and not mind while your subconscious mind stays alert.

You have much potential in your subconscious mind which you don't have in your conscious mind. You can remember everything that has happened with your subconscious mind, but you cannot remember everything with your conscious mind. You can forget so easily, and with forgetting certain things, you can remember other things. Remembering what you need to remember, and forgetting what you can forget. It does not matter if you forget, you need not remember. Your subconscious mind remembers everything you need to know, and you can let your subconscious mind listen and remember while your conscious mind relaxes and forgets. Keep your eyes closed and listen with your subconscious mind, and when you're listening very, very carefully, nod your head and say "yes."

And as you continue to listen to me with your subconscious mind, your conscious mind relaxes deeper and deeper, and deeper and deeper. Let your conscious mind stay deeply relaxed, and let your subconscious mind listen to me.

The basic message to this induction is conscious forgetting and subconscious knowing. This message is drawn out and repeated. Separate directions for conscious mind, and separate directions for subconscious mind maintain the subconscious attention; while dismissing the conscious attention, both by the suggestions, the pauses and mental fatigue.
The Shock - Confusion Method of Induction

This method is especially effective with particularly difficult subjects, but is not practical when working with accountants, engineers, mathematicians, etc, because it would not be in keeping with their professions to be confused by figures.

The subject is told to concentrate on a spot on the ceiling lightly above eye level. He is then instructed to count out loud, backwards, from one hundred to zero. As the subject concentrates on the spot and counts, the hypnotist standing directly behind him, converses with him; usually suggestion relaxation to various parts of the body. Eye fatigue, the concentration required to count and the distraction of the hypnotist's voice, all tend to confuse the subject.

As the subject counts, he may find himself omitting numbers as follows. "87...86...85...83...81," or repeating numbers "87... 86...85...85." He may suffer long pauses as he tries to remember the last figure he quoted. The hypnotist listens for symptoms of confusion and the moment he detects it, he claps his hands loudly and commands his subject to "SLEEP!"

The hand clap and command have a very shocking effect on the subject who immediately stops counting and goes into a deep state of trance. If the count goes on too long without the generation of confusion, the hypnotist may help the situation by randomly uttering numbers.

It is very important that after the "SLEEP!" command is given that the hypnotist keeps up his patter (talking). Deepening suggestions are recommended. A period of silence right after trance is obtained will cause the subject to emerge.

Continue with deepening techniques.
The Analytical Subject

Sometimes, no matter what kind of an induction you attempt, if the subject does not respond it is probably that they have discovered a fear. Remove the fear, then bring your hand to within several inches of the subject's eyes and begin moving your hand up and down while saying the following words:

"Follow my hand up and down, up and down and, as you do, your eyes will become heavier and heavier, up and down." (This is repeated for about two minutes.) If the eyes do not close the subject is told, "Now you can close them." (At the same time, the fingers of the operator press the eyelids down lightly.)

Proceed with deepening technique

Thumb And Finger Technique

Instruct the subject to look at your thumb and index finger which are brought close to the eyes and separated to correspond with the space between the eyes and say:

"Your eyes are getting very heavy and tired......continue to look at my fingers. I am going to bring them closer and closer to your eyes, and as I do, they will shut." (Move your fingers very slowly toward the subject's eyes with continued suggestions of feelings of tiredness and heaviness.)

The client will, of course, be unable to resist closing his eyes as the fingers approach them. The operator may then gently press on the eyelids remarking that they are stuck together and they will remain shut until the subject is instructed to open them.

Proceed with deepening techniques.
METHODS FOR DEEPENING

1. PERIODS OF SILENCE... Suggest, "Until I again touch you on the shoulder, you will continue to go deeper and deeper relaxed. You will pay no attention to my voice." Do not leave the subject alone longer than 15 or 20 minutes, for some subjects tend to come out of hypnosis on their own or lapse into a normal sleep.

2. EXHALING... Suggest, "Each time you exhale, you will automatically sink deeper." / usually combine this suggestion with a period of silence.

3. COUNTING... Counting up or counting down from any number, i.e., 10-1. I prefer to count down because it lends to the feeling of sinking deeper.

4. HALLUCINATIONS... Walking steps, riding in a car or train, sailing, going in a tunnel or down a corridor, sliding, etc. Combine counting with hallucinations adds to the effect, i.e., riding down an elevator, going down one floor with each count.

5. IDEO-MOTOR SUGGESTIONS... Eye catalepsy, arm catalepsy, etc.

6. IDEO-SENSORY SUGGESTIONS... Hot and cold sensations, and those affecting the senses, sound, touch, smell and taste.

7. PYRAMIDING... Repeated inductions without awakening.

8. FRACTIONATION... Hypnotizing, de-hypnotizing and re-hypnotizing several times.

9. INDIRECT SUGGESTIONS... While the subject is hypnotized, direct your suggestions to someone else. Explain what is happening and what is going to happen. Thus, the subject indirectly receives the suggestions.

10. FEEDBACK... Sensations which the subject feels are fed back to him.

11. PLACEBO... Pill, drink, Harmless certain procedures, which the subject believes will affect him.

12. COMPOUNDING SUGGESTIONS... Suggest that every move they make and every suggestion you give sends them deeper relaxed.

13. POST-HYPNOTIC SUGGESTIONS... To respond to a signal, to go deeper each time they are hypnotized, etc.

14. REALIZATION... Bringing it to their attention that the effect is working and that they are responding.
Tests For Depth

Eye Closure

I'm going to count from one to three, as I count from one to three, with each number your eyes will close tighter and tighter. So tightly closed that at the number three you'll be unable to open them, even though you'll try.

As I count from one to three, with each number your eyes will close tighter and tighter so when I reach three, you will try to open your eyes but will be unable to do so.

One - Feel your eyes close tighter and tighter.

Two - Tightly, tightly closed.

Three - Tightly closed, you cannot open them, try but you cannot... stop trying, stop trying.

Go on to next test

Arm Catalepsy

I'm going to lift your arm and I'm going to lock it in position, going to lock it: your shoulder, your elbow, your wrist. Touch each as they are named.

As I stroke your arm, counting from one to five as I do so, you'll find your arm becoming more and more rigid. Rigid as an iron bar, as a comparison, so that when I reach five you'll try to lower it and you'll be unable to do so. You'll find that it just bounces as though it is hitting a thick rubber pad.

One - Your arm is getting more and more rigid, locked tight.

Two - Your shoulder, your elbow, the wrist, locked tight.

Three - You'll be unable to lower it, unable to lower it.

Four - Rigid and locked tight.

Five - Try to lower it, you cannot. All right now, just let it relax.

As I lower your arm, let it relax, as I lower your arm you'll go deeper and deeper into your relaxed state. When I drop your arm and it hits your leg, you'll go ten times deeper.

Go on to next test
Tests For Depth

Number Block

I'm going to ask you in a moment to please count to ten slowly. When I say ready, I want you to count out loud, very slowly, form one to ten. Ready, please begin counting. *Subject counts.*

Very good, now I'm going to ask you to count again in a moment; however, this time there is nothing between five and seven. Even if you think of something between five and seven, you'll be unable to articulate it, unable to speak it. Nothing between five and seven.

You'll count: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10.

Please count aloud, slowly, again for me. *Subject counts.* Very good, this is the way you count, nothing between five and seven.

**Go on to next test**

Analgesia

Now I'm going to pick up your arm again. I'm going to rub the back of your hand here and make this particular spot here, as I'm rubbing it, analgesic. As you know, analgesia removes the sense of pain, as compared to anesthesia, which removes the sense of touch completely. I'm making the spot analgesic, no sense of pain. You may feel a pleasant numb feeling, but in any case, a complete removal of the sense of pain. *Pinch a spot on hand.* Very good. Deep relaxation.

**Go on to next test**

Hallucination

Now, you've probably not given too much attention to the clock on the wall, but did you ever notice the numerals are in reverse order? That's right, the numerals are reversed, they increase around the face in a counterclockwise manner. Now, stay in the deep relaxed state that you are, and open your eyes when I tell you to, but don't come out of your relaxed state. You'll look straight ahead to the wall in front of you and see the clock with reversed numerals.
Fractionation

Fractionation is one of the most effective of all deepening techniques. It is especially effective after the use of an instant or rapid induction. Fractionation involves interrupting the trance and "emerging" the client several times during a single session. This "emerging", having the client open his eyes without using an emerging technique, and re-hypnotizing tends to effectively lessen a subject's inhibitions and, therefore, deepens the trance with each successive induction. With this procedure, the client actually remains in hypnosis even though his eyes are open, as there has been no procedure by the hypnotist to emerge the client from trance.

The count can be a valuable adjunct to fractionation. The client first is counted down from ten to zero and, at the count of zero, is instructed to let his body "waken" as the hypnotist counts from one to fifteen. He is told to open his eyes at the count of ten, and at the count of fifteen his eyes will go heavy and close and he will go deeply relaxed again, as the hypnotist counts back again from fifteen to zero.

The count of fifteen serves as a post-hypnotic cue for "sleep." This suggestion is reinforced by the command "SLEEP!" given simultaneously with the number fifteen. The double cue (count and command) is a difficult combination to resist. In a very short time, the subject who has found it difficult to accept his own hypnotizability becomes convinced by his own spontaneous responses to cues. Once acceptance is established, he is well on the way to becoming a cooperative and successful client.
Group Hypnosis Induction

Let me show you how you can relax very deeply no matter what position you find yourself in this very moment.

First, if your legs are crossed, uncross them and place your feet flat on the floor, and get as comfortable as possible.

Now, here's what you do, take a long deep breath, that's right, a long deep one. Now exhale. Let it all out. Get rid of the surface tension. Feel better already? Good, let's carry on.

Now, close your eyes. You can relax better with your eyes closed, for your whole body has been use to relaxing in sleep since the day you were born...but this time you're not going to sleep, your just going to relax. Now let's pay some attention to those muscles around your eyes. Relax the muscles around the eyes first. Start with your eyelids. Relax the muscles controlling those eyelids to the point where they feel so loose and limp and relaxed that as long as you hold on to that quality of relaxation, they just won't work. Now when you're sure that you have gotten them to the point where they just won't work, try to make them work. If you're really relaxed, they just won't work at all. If you want them to work, all you have to do is stop relaxing the eyelid muscles and your eyes will pop open. Get ready to try it. Now tense your eyes and watch them pop right open. See, that's all there is to it.

Now, you know you can make those eyelid muscles work or not work depending on how relaxed your muscles are, so let's try it again and this time relax even more than you did before.

Ok, let's start. Close your eyes. Relax the muscles so deeply that they just wont work. (Pause) Now send that relaxation all through your body. Let it go down to your very toes. Are you doing it? Because if you are, you begin to feel as if your whole body is being covered and protected by a blanket of relaxation.

Now, let that feeling cover you completely. Now, we can deepen that relaxation tremendously, all we have to do is start with the relaxation you now have, and when I tell you to, and not before, open and close your eyes, and when they close this time, you'll find yourself relaxed at least five times as much as you've relaxed up to this very minute.

Get ready to try it. Now stay completely relaxed in all your muscles except the muscles around the eyes. Now make your eyelids work by tensing them. Open them, now close them.

Now feel how the depth of relaxation increases as you relax your eyelid muscles again. Now once again, send that feeling of relaxation right down to your toes. You'll feel so relaxed, and you'll start feeling so good. You're just covered in a complete blanket of relaxation.

Now we can even deepen this relaxation more. Let's see if we can't relax twice as much as you have relaxed up to this very minute. Follow the same instructions when I tell you and not before. All right, get ready to open the eyes, now open them. Now close them again. That's right.
Group Hypnosis Induction

Can you feel that increase in relaxation? You should be able to feel that increase in relaxation all through your body. Now, this is physical relaxation and if you followed my instructions exactly, you should have an excellent state of physical relaxation this very minute. But we want you to increase this relaxation even more.

There are two ways in which you can relax, you can relax physically and you can relax mentally. You've proven that you can relax physically, now let's relax mentally. Here is how.

In a moment I want you to start counting backwards from 100 with me silently in your mind with the idea that you are going to relax the numbers right out of your mind. In other words, you're going to dispel those numbers by commanding your mind to relax as you count.

Now, in a moment, I want you to start from 100 and count back with me mentally so that when you get to 98, you'll find that all of a sudden, all the numbers after 98 will have completely disappeared. Now, say the first number with me silently and relax as you do so. (100) That's right, now relax completely and when the next number comes up they'll begin to fade if you order them to be dispelled from your mind.

(99) Now get rid of those numbers. Just say to yourself, they must disappear. And as you relax mentally, they will disappear and you'll feel a surge of relaxation.

Now say the last number (98). Now they'll be gone. You just can't find any numbers anywhere. Now this is what's known as complete physical and mental relaxation. If for any reason the numbers have not yet disappeared, don't worry, they'll leave as I continue to talk with you.

Proceed with 10 to 1 Deepening Technique and Begin Your Group Session

Remember, somnambulism is indicated by the creation of amnesia for anything through-suggestion. In this case it is achieved by relaxing the numbers out of the mind.
Grey Room Technique

This is an excellent technique for purging the client’s subconscious of general negative thought and emotional energies.

"Now Mr. Client, remaining comfortable, well, safe, deeply relaxed and hypnotized, with your relaxation, sleep and hypnosis growing constantly deeper and more complete, simply find yourself in a comfortable, small and very pleasant grey-walled room. You are totally free of any claustrophobic feelings….you, just feel welcome, right at home, here."

"This room is small, round, grey-walled and it has a domed ceiling…the way an igloo might be inside; and you now sense that this grey-walled room is actually your own subconscious mind…the core of your being….the very center of you."

"You now notice that, clinging to the walls of this room...all over...are little bits of what appear to be paper! Some are red; and some are white."

"Moving close to the wall, now, you sense that, stored on the red bits of what appear to be paper, are all the negative thought and emotional energies and feelings from all your past. Like fear, doubt, guilt, hatred, anxiety, rejection, and unhappiness! All the negative, depressing, inhibiting, defeating, thought and emotional energies and feelings from your past are stored in this room of your subconscious, on these little red bits of what appear to be paper."

"Now, become aware of this! You can pull these red bits of what appear to be paper down from the walls, you can crumple them in your hands until your hands are full, and you can take them over to where a hole about eight inches in diameter has opened in the center of the floor, and pour them through that hole and watch them dissipate into nothingness! So that these can never get back again!"

"You can sense that, with four or five trips, gathering down handfuls and carrying them to the hole and pouring them through, you can clean all of the negative and emotional energies from your inner self. So, now, at the count of one, I want you to start working at it. I will sit quietly and wait until you are finished. When you are through, just let me know by extending the index finger of your right hand until I say thank you."

"Now start at the count of one, and clean it up!" "Three...two... .one!"

Be patient and wait! With some client's, this will take four or five full minutes.

If you see obvious signs of struggle or distress, simply ask, "What's going on?" You will probably get a reply similar to this: "It won't come down!"

Hypnotist: "What won't come down?......Which one?"
Client: "Hate!" Or guilt or fear, etc.
Hypnotist: "All right, get hold of it. At the count of one, its resistance will fade, and with a little pull, it will almost fall off in your hand!" "Three...two....one!" Snap fingers, not too loudly.
Grey Room Technique

At this point, if the client still shows signs of struggle or seems still unable to get the piece to come loose, simply suggest that he remember any that he doesn't get, but leave them and go on to the others and give you the signal when he has finished getting rid of all that he can. Explain that he feels free of any fear of any which he has to leave, because he knows that he can deal with those later.

"Now Mr. Client, notice that the white bits....the good, positive, energizing, helpful thought and emotional energies and feelings are expanding...growing to fill all the space left by the red ones you disposed of....growing, expanding!....until they fill the whole walls and ceiling with beautiful, wonderful, positive, white! Feel the resurgence of positive energy, now, within yourself, as you notice that the hole in the floor has closed itself, and the entire atmosphere of the room is becoming white!....beautiful, pure, uplifting, energizing white!...Take a deep breath and inhale the purity, the strength, the self confidence, the love, the peace, the assurance, the freedom of this atmosphere! Feel it, permeating every cell and every atom of your being!"

"From this moment forward, moment by moment, minute by minute, hour by hour, day by day, the thought and emotional energies of your subconscious remain so positive, so calm, so stable....like now, that every part of you...body and mind...remains calm, objective and creative; and functions to absolute perfection....just the way God designed and made you to function."

Brief Pause

"At the count of one, this entire scene will disappear, but the beautiful positive effects will continue. Three...two....one! The scene disappears and you are beautifully relaxed and hypnotized...resting beautifully...here in my office."

That's it From here, you proceed either to some form of hypnoanalysis or specific therapy, or simply issue the usual post-hypnotic and pre-awakening suggestions, then emerge the client

This exercise will be beneficial to every client. However, I suggest that direct subconscious questioning and/or regression be carried out before the use of this type of general purge. If they are successful, with regard to specific I.S.E. 'S, this grey room will serve as a clean up what's left technique. If no specific I.S.E. or S.S.E comes forth, this technique will be especially beneficial if repeated for two to four sessions.

Note: In that event where the client cannot get one of the "reds" to come down, two facts are apparent:

1. That particular emotion either is, or is directly related to, the cause of his problem.

2. Repeated sessions will finally be successful in removing it.
Simple Rapid Inductions

Pencil Drop

Hold the pencil up like this. *Demonstrate for the client, hold in center with point facing down. Then give the pencil to the client to hold*  Now look at it firmly. Hold it and look at it. As you look at it, I want you to notice that your fingers are slowly pressing harder and harder against that pencil. They are pressing that pencil to the point where, when I count to three, you will be unable to drop it. 11 will be stuck tight to your fingers.

Look at it. Feel your fingers squeezing tighter and tighter. Soon you will be unable to drop it no matter how hard your try. ONE! Fingers tightly closed. TWO!....THREE! You cannot drop it, you cannot drop it! *Then say firmly... Close your eyes and SLEEP!*

*Without hesitation, immediately start a 10 down to 1 deepening technique.*

Direct Stare Technique

*Have the subject sit in a chair and look up at you and you say...Look into my eyes. Feel yourself becoming more and more relaxed, more and more relaxed. All the muscles of the body, all the muscles of your eyes, all the muscles around your eyes become more and more relaxed. All the muscles of your body relax.*

At the count of three, you will close your eyes and drift into a deep relaxed state of mental and physical peacefulness. ONE! All the muscles of your body relax. TWO! All the muscles of your eyes relax. THREE! Close your eyes and drift into a pleasant state of complete mental and physical relaxation.

*Begin immediate deepening technique.*

Unique Arm Levitation

*This induction works well with an individual or with a group. Say to the person or group.... Point your finger at my feet. When I tell you to begin, I want you to let your arm slowly begin to rise. Keep your eyes on your finger and let your eyes slowly rise. You’ll find as your arm rises, you’ll become more and more relaxed. And when your finger points at my eyes, you will immediately close your eyes and go into a deep, deep relaxed state.*

All right, let your arm slowly begin to rise. When your eyes meet mine, close your eyes and go into a deep relaxed state.

*After eyes close begin deepening technique.*
Self Hypnosis Deepening Standard Version

Whenever you enter this state, you allow yourself to go back into the same beautiful state that you are now in. Each time allowing yourself to go back deeper, each time enjoying it more and more, feeling terrific in every way. Whenever you enter this state, the instant you close your eyes, you mentally reach up and turn your light switch into the off position. When that switch is in that off position, all electricity flowing from your brain to your body becomes disconnected. Your muscles become instantly calm, very deeply relaxed and you allow the sound of my voice to guide you deeper into relaxation.

Following my suggestions guides you deeper into relaxation. The deeper you go into relaxation the better you feel, and the better you feel the more and more your body relaxes with just wonderful feelings going through your body and happy thoughts going through your mind. So relax, and let yourself go. Now I want you to relax still more to a deeper state of relaxation. Much more relaxed. So again I'll count from five down to one and as I count from five down to one, your body will double the relaxation you have right now, automatically. 5...Relaxation starting to double. 4...Relaxation doubling more and more. 3...Very comfortable very relaxed. 2...Relaxation is now almost doubled in your body. 1...Relaxation now has doubled in your body from the top of your head to the tips of your toes. Every fiber, every tissue, every organ, every gland every part of you has doubled in its relaxation. You feel fine.

I want you to imagine, or visualize, in front of you is a long staircase that is leading down into relaxation. We have never found a basement, a bottom of a person's ability to relax. It's endless. Every breath that you exhale takes you down another step on this staircase of relaxation.

Every breath takes you deeper into an endless state of relaxation. You drift down feeling wonderful, feeling comfortable. Relax and let yourself go. Just relax and let yourself go. I still want you to relax to a much more relaxed state. Already with your light switch in the off position, every muscle becomes dormant, quite unable to move. Again I will count, but this time from ten down to one. As I count from ten down to one, your conscious mind will relax as much as your body is relaxed and your mind and body will double the relaxation that it has at that time on each and every count. 10...Your mind is as relaxed as the body is relaxed and the body is doubling it's relaxation. 9...The mind is relaxed as the body is relaxed, and the body is doubling it's relaxation again. 8...Mind relaxed as the body is relaxed and the body again is doubling the relaxation it has at this time. 7...The same thing. 6...Keep right on going now.
Self Hypnosis Deepening Standard Version

5...4...3...2...1...Mind relaxed as the body is relaxed and your body has doubled its relaxation many times over.

By relaxation I mean the absence of all contractions. Your body is loose, limp and motionless. Your muscles offering no resistance just as if you were a rag doll. Complete relaxation means the absence of all movement. It means the complete absence of holding any part of your body rigid. So as you are completely relaxed, all the muscles attached to your bones are limp. If you make any voluntary movements you can only do so by contracting some group of muscles, but when you allow these muscles to become completely dormant, your nerves are completely inactive. And its certain that complete relaxation in any set of nerves simply means zero activity in these nerves. And it is physically impossible for you to be nervous in any part of your body. You're feeling better than you've felt in a long time. Outside noises will not distract you. Anything you may hear will only assist you in relaxing more and more deeply and you do go deeper. With every breath, down another step on that endless staircase of relaxation. The sound of my voice keeps guiding you deeper into relaxation.

Following my suggestions keeps guiding you into deeper relaxation. And the more and more you allow your body to relax the better you feel and the better you feel the more your mind and body will relax. You have complete control over every nerve in your body, control over your whole nervous system, and you drift much deeper, much deeper into relaxation.

And now there is only three more levels of relaxation for you to go into now. Level A, level B and level C. Now to accomplish these levels, you must know it will work, let it work. You can feel it working, feel it working as if you are going down an escalator to deeper levels at all times. So now I want you to go from where you are to level A, ten times deeper. You know it will work, let it work. Feel it working, feel yourself sinking down to level A as if you're going down an escalator. Very good. Now I want you to go from level A to level B. Again you know it will work, let it work. Feel it work as if you're going down an escalator from level A to level B, ten times deeper, automatically going down. Very good.

Now I want you to go from level B to level C, your basement of relaxation today. You know it will work, let it work. Feel it work. Feel yourself sinking down many times deeper to level C. That's fine.
Self Hypnosis Deepening Standard Version

Now with your light switch in the off position, shutting down the electricity to every muscle in your body, I want you to try to lift your right leg, (5 second pause), stop trying. And Let your body go much deeper. Now I want you to try and lift your left leg, (5 second pause), stop trying and let your body still go deeper. Now I want you to try and lift your right arm, (5 second pause), stop trying and let your body still go deeper. All the way down to the very bottom of relaxation where you will be so peaceful, happy and content. Everyday you will feel better and better, happier and happier and more contented. Each time you enter this beautiful state of relaxation, you'll go much deeper than the time before.

EMERGE
Self Hypnosis Suggestions

1. Every day in every way I am becoming better and better.
2. My ability to succeed is unlimited.
3. I exercise daily and love it.
4. I am becoming more alive in the morning and I love it.
5. I notice others more and enjoy paying them sincere compliments.
6. I am becoming more self-assured and more self-confident each day.
7. My self-confidence is increasing by leaps and bounds.
8. My memory is improving steadily every day.
9. My retention span is steadily increasing.
10. When I am studying, my mind works clearly and sharply and I retain that which I learn.
11. When I am studying, I am fully absorbed and completely engrossed.
12. Whatever I learn will be easily and readily recalled.
13. In selling, I am developing more enthusiasm every day.
14. My work output is steadily increasing.
15. I can speak on my feet and the thoughts flow freely through my mind.
16. I am deriving pleasure and excitement from dealing with others.
17. I am becoming more interested in other people and events outside my life.
18. I am developing more energy and vitality every day.
19. When I bowl (golf, ETC.) my mind is fully absorbed and completely engrossed in what I am doing.
20. I get more fulfilling satisfaction from less food every day.
21. I find myself eating slower and tasting food more.
22. I eat only at mealtimes, sparingly and properly.
Self Hypnosis Suggestions

23. I find "X" number of cigarettes a day more than enough for me.

24. At the end of the day, I am still fresh, energetic and full of vitality.

25. I am becoming a worthwhile and interesting person; I have much to offer.

26. I am completely relaxed when I interact with others.

27. I am becoming more assertive and can stand up for myself.

28. I take great pleasure in doing the things that I want to do.

29. I find happiness in life and I am enjoying myself more.

30. I can change my life to any direction that I desire.

31. Through relaxation, I find I control myself to a greater degree.

32. My self-hypnosis exercises are creating the changes that I desire.

33. I find that I am gaining my goals through self-hypnosis.

34. There is only one of me, I am unique, and I am pleased with myself.

35. I relax easily outside my house and with others.

36. I am a non-smoker and will remain a non-smoker for the rest of my life.

37. Cigarettes are poison to me and I reject poison in all its forms.

38. I am a non-drinker and will remain a non-drinker for the rest of my life.

39. Alcohol is poison to me and I reject alcohol in all its forms.

40. Every day I remain on this job I am better prepared for the future.

41. I am a success and achieve my goals.

42. I am always prepared and will succeed.

43. I am confident about losing weight.

44. I have decided to become thin and attractive.

45. I get full quickly.
Self Hypnosis Suggestions

46. Sugar is poison to me and I reject all poison.
47. Smoking stinks and does not interest me.
48. My mind absorbs like a sponge and I recall for tests easily.
49. I remember the right answers for tests.
50. I sleep like a baby every night.
51. I face difficulties and conflicts calmly and powerfully and deal easily with them.
52. The past is dead and I am free.
53. Drugs are dumb and disgust me.
54. My energy is boundless and I feel alive.
55. I avoid sugar, coffee, alcohol and tobacco.
56. I am a great time manager.
57. I receive love by giving love.
58. I look to the future with a bright, positive and confident attitude toward myself.
59. Every day I will act like the person I want to become.
60. I will develop a strong, healthy and positive attitude toward myself.
61. Forgiveness is the eraser of guilt and fear and I am forgiven.
62. I forgive all those people of my past who have ever hurt me in any way and I am free.
63. I am alive, happy and free.
64. I love life and look forward to each day with excitement.
65. I forgive you (name) and set you free.
66. When I am faced with or confronted with ________________, all the material that I have learned, read, or heard flows freely and easily through my mind and is easily recalled.
Self Hypnosis Instructions

Basic Method

1. Place yourself in a SAFE and COMFORTABLE position.

2 GIVE YOURSELF A TIME LIMIT.

3. Raise and lower your index finger. When your finger touches whatever it is resting on, close your eyes and drop into a deep state of hypnosis. TURN YOUR LIGHT SWITCH OFF.

4. While you are in hypnosis DO NOT THINK ABOUT THE TIME, your subconscious mind will do that for you.

5. Emerge when you have the feeling that your time is up.

Method For Using Deepening Tape

1. Get into a SAFE and COMFORTABLE position.

2. Press PLAY button on your tape recorder.

3. Raise and lower your index finger. DO NOT GIVE YOURSELF A TIME LIMIT, THE TAPE WILL EMERGE YOU. TURN YOUR LIGHT SWITCH OFF. Drop into a deep state of hypnosis, and just follow the instructions on the tape.

3. The tape will emerge you at its completion.
SELF HYPNOSIS

How To Give Yourself Suggestions

1. Write suggestion on a suitable card or paper.

2. Place yourself in a **SAFE** and **COMFORTABLE** position.

3. **GIVE YOURSELF A TIME LIMIT.**

4. Hold suggestion in your left hand and read 5 times slowly, concentrating on each word.

5. When you begin to read it for the fifth time, raise your index finger. When you read the last word of the suggestion, lower your finger and drop into a deep state of hypnosis. **TURN YOUR LIGHT SWITCH OFF.**

6. While in hypnosis, **DO NOT** think about or try to help the suggestion. This will cause the suggestion not to work. Just relax. You may find the words of the suggestion floating around in your mind. They may be out of order. That's OK. Just stay relaxed.

7. Emerge when you feel that your time is up.

**For The First Two Weeks**

During this time, use only one suggestion per week. After the first week, you may change the suggestion and use this new suggestion for a full week. You should give yourself the suggestion 2 or 3 times per day.

**For The Third And Fourth Week**

You may give yourself a different suggestion every day, but not more than one suggestion per day. Give yourself the suggestion at least twice per day.

**After The Fourth Week**

You may give yourself as many suggestions as you like; as often as you like, but limit yourself to only one suggestion for each hypnosis session. Occasionally use your deepening tape to establish and maintain deeper levels of hypnosis.
Client Worksheet

Name: __________________________

Reason for visit: __________________________

First Visit Date: __________________________

Day of the week: IND: _______ LEV: _______ FEE: _______ HT: _______

Second Visit Date: __________________________

IND: _______ LEV: _______ FEE: _______ HT: _______

Third Visit Date: __________________________

IND: _______ LEV: _______ FEE: _______ HT: _______

Fourth Visit Date: __________________________

IND: _______ LEV: _______ FEE: _______ HT: _______

Fifth Visit Date: __________________________

IND: _______ LEV: _______ FEE: _______ HT: _______

Sixth Visit Date: __________________________

IND: _______ LEV: _______ FEE: _______ HT: _______

Seventh Visit Date: __________________________

IND: _______ LEV: _______ FEE: _______ HT: _______
Client History

This form to be completed at initial session: Date: ____________________________

Name __________________ Address __________________ City __________________

State ______ Zip______ Home phone____________ Work phone____________

Date of birth____________ Age______ Sex ______ Marital status_____________________

# of children______ Employed by________________________ Title_____________________

How did you hear about us? Yellow pages____________ Newspaper_____________________

Referral______ Name ______________________________ Dr.’s Name_____________________

Other_ Has anyone ever attempted to hypnotize you? Yes No Who? Reason_____________________

Do you believe you were hypnotized? Yes No Why? _______________________________________

Medical History

Have you been under a Dr.’s care in the past year? Yes No If yes, please give the reason_____________________

Dr.’s name________________________

Have you ever been treated for an emotional problem? Yes No If yes, are you currently receiving treatment
or counseling? Yes______No______Have you had any prolonged illness?

Yes No When? ___________________ Reason_____________________

Have you been treated for? Heart_____ Diabetes _____ Epilepsy____ Are you currently taking any medication?

If so, what?___

Reason for medication________________________

Reason you are coming for hypnosis________________________

Any previous efforts to solve the problem? Yes No Results:________________________

Are you currently undergoing medical or psychological treatment for the above problem? Yes______No______

Where?________________________________ Dr.’s Name________________________

Do you have any questions about hypnosis? Yes______No______

Signature

If you wear HARD contact lenses, before your session, please remove them, as they inhibit your ability to relax.
Thank you.
(Your Letterhead Here)

Date:

Name:
Address:
Address:

Dear Dr.:

Your patient (Patients Name) wishes to undergo hypnotic conditioning and suggestion for the following purpose:

Since we require a physician's referral in such cases, we would appreciate your signature below indicating your approval. Please be assured that I shall keep you informed as to your patient's progress.

Thank you for your kind attention.

Sincerely,

(Your name and title.)

For the Physician

I have examined ________________________________ and see no contradiction to the use of hypnosis and hypnotic suggestion in this case.

I have these additional comments and instructions for you:

Dr.______________________________

signature

Physician name, address and phone number: Please print or type. Phone # ( ) ____________________________
Obtain Somnambulism through whatever induction you desire. You **MUST** be sure you have somnambulism prior to proceeding to the next step!

_Say to the client_, "I now would like to take you to the very basement of relaxation where you will feel so good. To a place where all your problems and pains will just disappear. A wonderful place. To get to this special place, I’ll ask you to go down three more levels of relaxation. Let’s just call these levels, level A, level B and level C."

"To get to level A you must simply double the relaxation you have now. To get to level B you must double the relaxation you have in level A. To get to level C, the very basement of relaxation, you must double the relaxation you have in level B."

"Ok, let’s begin. I want you to imagine that you are standing at the top of your own personal escalator. In a moment I will count from 1 to 3. At the count of 3, your escalator will begin taking you down to level A, where you have doubled your relaxation. You may make the escalator as long or as short as you want. You can make it travel as fast or as slow as you need. When you reach level A, simply let me know by saying the letter A out loud. Ok, here we go 1….2…3…." *(Wait for client to say the letter A out loud)*

_Then say_, "Very good.. Now, in a moment I'm going to count from 1 to 3 again. At the count of 3 your escalator will take you from level A to level B, where once more you will have doubled your relaxation. When you reach level B, let me know by trying to say the letter B out loud. If you are following my instructions, when you reach level B, your vocal chords may be so relaxed you may find it extremely difficult to say the letter B. This is what we want, but try to say the letter B anyway.. Ok, here we go 1….2….3…. All the way to level B." _Remain quiet until the client says the letter B._

"Your doing great. Now we have only one more level to go. Level C. The very basement of relaxation. A place where you will feel so good, so fine. A place where all your problems both physical and mental, will be gone. Just want it to happen and it will be easy for you. Ok, once more now, find yourself at the top of your escalator again. In a moment once more I will count from 1 to 3. At the count of 3, your escalator will take you all the way down to level C, your very basement of relaxation. Don’t try to help. Just stay relaxed and let it happen. Here we go. 1….2….3…. All the way down to level C, your very basement of relaxation…deeper….deeper….deeper….letting go….drifting down….deeper……down….down….down….deeper….deeper….deeper….deeper..
Coma State Testing

There are three (3) tests to determine if the client is in the coma state. 
All tests should be given without mentioning them to the client. Just do them!

Test 1. Since the coma state produces an automatic state of anesthesia within the client, test for anesthesia. A firm pinch on the wrist or arm will suffice.

Test 2. Check for physical catalepsy. Lift the arms and legs up and release them. They should effortlessly remain in that position until you lower them. When the arm or leg is in the position you choose, a slight jerk may be needed to let the subconscious mind know that it's where you want it to remain.

Test 3. A startling command. Get in a position where you can see the client's eyes and say in a loud, sharp voice, "Open your eyes!" If there is absolutely no movement of the eyes in response to this command and they have successfully passed the other two tests, you can safely be assured that they are in the coma state.

Remember, when the client is in the coma state he is still subject to the physical limitations of a non-hypnotized person. Anything dangerous to the average person is just as dangerous to the person in the hypnotic coma....protect your client!
Advanced V600 Home Study Material
Instant & Rapid Inductions

The use of instantaneous and rapid inductions in your practice will enhance your practice and can eliminate many of the induction problems that come up with certain clients. Some of the problems that can be eliminated are:

1. None of your tired late afternoon or evening clients will go to sleep on you, as frequently happens when using a progressive relaxation induction.
2. Testing is built into many of the inductions; thus, creating an awareness by your client that he is indeed in hypnosis. This eliminates the "I don't think I was hypnotized" syndrome.
3. You will have more time for actual transformational therapy. If you only use 1 minute or less on the induction, instead of 15-30 minutes, your client will benefit greatly from the increased therapy time.

The two most important preliminary steps for a successful induction are:

1. Enhance the clients imagination.
2. Create mental expectancy.

Remember: What the mind expects to happen tends to be realized. Build the client's mental expectancy and the instant induction will work every time!

Remember: Hypnosis is simply the bypass of the critical factor of the conscious mind and the establishment of acceptable selective thinking.

The Two Parts of the Instant Induction

1. Create a rapid unexpected movement of some part or all of the client's body. This creates the bypass of the critical factor by overloading the nervous system.
2. Fire in the suggestion, "Sleep!" As the client's energy level drops down, he drops into trance.
3. Immediately say to the client, "I've got you. Let every muscle go loose, limp and relaxed."

Caution!
If you are doing the induction with the client in the standing position, tell the client before you start, he will be able to stand and sleep. Be certain your body is in the proper balance position in order to support your client should his legs give out. If the client begins to fall say, "Your legs are firm beneath you and you can stand and sleep."
Regression

Regression, Hypnotic: causing a hypnotized person to mentally relive past experiences; to mentally "return" to an earlier time and/or place.

Generally speaking, hypnotic regression is done for one of two purposes:

1. As a method of finding and revealing initial sensitizing (causal) events, subsequent sensitizing events, etc.

2. Recreationally, for people who wish to relive events of their past purely for reasons of pleasure, curiosity or self-satisfaction.

However, in cases of argument or litigation between parties or in law enforcement, regression is sometimes used to allow a client to remember pertinent facts and details relevant to the dispute or case which s/he has been unable to CONSCIOUSLY recall. Great care must be exercised by the hypnotist to assure that he does not "lead" the client's subconscious.

Some regression, with accurate memory and detail, can be achieved in the "hypnoidal," or lighter, stages of hypnosis. In these stages, the client's account of remembered events are likely to be in the past tense. Perhaps more convincing regressions are achieved in deeper levels such as somnambulism, where the client's accounts are likely to be in the present tense. Statements are likely to begin with "I am," or "I have," instead of "I was," or "I had." Often, in these stages, the client's voice, speech and mannerisms will become as they were at whatever age they have regressed to.

In any regression where the information to be gathered is important to the success of therapy, or to some dispute, some form of depth testing is probably desirable to satisfy yourself of an adequate level of hypnosis, the client's motive, general attitude and state of mind should be considered as part of your determination of the accuracy of the revealed data.

Some Signs To Look For In Determining True Regression:

Negative signs - Facial expressions denoting conscious attempts at memory, or clear articulation, upon being questioned. No change in respiration rate when recounting exciting details. No tears with sad details. No visible reaction to frightening incidents. No obvious happiness in good incidents.

Positive signs - NO visible appearance of trying to "think up" answers or events. Quickening respiration rate when recounting exciting events. Tears, or obvious sadness when recounting sad events. Obvious physical and emotional reactions to any emotional incidents, good or bad.

Important Miscellaneous:

For many years, the tremendous potential of hypnosis has been overlooked by many people due to its simplicity. Psychology has taught us to look for some deeply hidden, abstract, complicated,
Regression

entwined, confusing multi-faceted reasons for each disturbing discomfort in the psyche. *Most of the time it's not that complicated!*

Because of all the publicity given to psychology in recent decades (*as opposed to parapsychology*), resulting in indoctrination, we find it difficult to set aside our often futile attempts at successful conscious level solutions. Working with the conscious rationale to effect change of an *EMOTIONAL CONFLICT (an imbalance of thought and emotional energies)* between the past stored in our subconscious and our present conscious level of the being that we are.

*As long as we are using to conscious level rationale in an attempt to solve our problem, we are deliberately keeping the conscious mind in control, in a position of critical, analytical thought Therefore, we have no good access to the source of the problem in the subconscious!*

Regression is quite simple to do. In what we have termed "ethical practice", there is inevitable overlapping of the various named components of the hypnosis session. As you know, "pre-talk" is a part of a successful induction, and induction begins with a pre-talk. When regression is done as a part of any transformational approach, the regression becomes not only an analysis technique, but is an important part of the transformation. Reliving an initial sensitizing event is a form of venting, with some appropriate "control" suggestions during the abreaction; plus, some perception correcting suggestions concerning the event, during and immediately after the abreaction(s). The ability of such an event from the past to negatively affect the client now or in the future, is neutralized. Thus, in many cases the therapy is completed in the analysis!

The post-hypnotic "control" suggestions, and the pre-emerging suggestions, should always be *completely positive*, and of a nature to inspire happy anticipation; thus, they become part of the therapy.

Once the client is hypnotized, the regression is achieved by the simple technique of suggesting to the client that it will happen. However, remember that you do not want this person to have any need to make any analytical decisions. Therefore, your suggestions must be so complete and simple in detail that the subject can allow it to happen without bringing the conscious mind into play in deciding *HOW to* do what you have suggested.

*The most difficult part of hypnotism in achieving results is thinking!* In *pre-talk, listening* and *observing* to enable you to make a proper determination of the best induction technique to use with a particular client and then *using it!* In other words your *induction*!
Regression Technique Instructions

*Say the following with force and meaning.* "I want you to know that if I meet up with resistance, I'll be unable to do my work. I'll be unable to help you. If you try to work with me, I know I can help you."

After Achieving Somnambulism

*Say,* "When you're relaxed like this you can live through any part of your life that you ever lived through the first time. We always think that everything we ever lived through is forgotten or retained in the form of memory. As a matter of fact, it's there; it's part of us every moment of every day. We live our life in the light of reflected action. The things we use to do we're still doing in our minds."

"So I would like to take you back to when you were a little (boy or girl) to find out if this (state problem) was there when you were a little (boy or girl)." *Establish where you are going to take them, kindergarten, birthday, first grade etc*

"I'm going to take you back to (state place). When I lift your hand and drop it you'll be back in (state place). Don't try to remember it with your conscious mind, that's what defeats us all the time. In other words, just say it's going to be there, it's going to be there and I would like it to be there. So when I lift your hand and drop it, it will be when you were in (state place), and you'll see yourself in (place) just as clearly as if you were there the first time and I'm going to talk with little (say persons name). When I lift your hand and drop it you'll be there, so just stay completely relaxed and watch it happen"

Lift and Drop Hand

*The following patter is based on if you took a person back to the first grade. If you took the person to some other place, adapt the patter to fit.*

*(Say name)* You're in the first grade. Do you like the first grade? Take a look around, do you like the kids ok? Do you like the teacher? *(state name)* Tell me this, you're in first grade and everything is so clear, do you have fun in the first grade? Now take a look at yourself, do you have any problem with *(state problem the person is there to resolve)* in the first grade?

Depending on the answers to the above questions, move person backward or forward one year according to which direction you determine your search should follow in order to find the ISE or beginning point of subject's current problem. Move the subject to a situation or event where s/he is doing something s/he likes and repeat the thought pattern and questions in the paragraph above.

Say, Now I'm going to lift your hand and drop it, and when I do it will be the first day that you *(state the problem)* and you will know what caused it. *(Lift and drop hand, say)* What's happening today to cause a little *(boy or girl)* to *(state problem)*!

Have The Client Re-Live The Event and Change Perception
2. I'm going to count from 1 up to 10. As I count from 1 to 10, I want you to become very strongly aware of that feeling. Start counting with intermittent suggestions of increased awareness of that certain feeling.

3. This time I'll count from 1 to 3 and tap your forehead. Then I'm going to ask you a question. The answer will come out letter by letter. While tapping forehead count 1-2-3. Then say, "What is it that causes you to feel__________? Quickly, speak out."

4. "I'm going to tap your forehead again, when I do you'll speak a sentence, a phrase or a paragraph that incorporates the word__________ ."

5. All right, now I'm going to count from 10 down to 1. As I do, we're going back to an earlier time that has to do with this feeling of__________. Count back from 10 to 1 with intermittent suggestions of traveling. Then lightly smack client on head suddenly and say, "Where are you now? Are you indoors or outdoors? Is it daytime or nighttime? Are you alone or is someone with you? Tell me what's happening, give me a report. Write down answers to questions or record answers to use in uncovering techniques and to keep in client's file for next session, if necessary.

Continue with uncovering techniques.
The Hall of Regression

"Now______, remaining deeply relaxed and hypnotized, I want you to find yourself, in whatever picture, image, sensation or feeling this presents itself to you, in a pleasant, light, comfortable hallway. You feel welcome here; comfortable and free from all anxiety and fear.

"As you look down the hall ahead of you, you see that on your left, is a plain, blank wall...all the way to the end of the hall. On your right, there are doors...evenly spaced...all the way to the end. Each of these doors is numbered...and each number represents a year of your life...your age in each succeeding year. You look to your right and find that you are standing in front of a door marked with your present age, right now. The next door is marked one year younger, the next, one year younger; and so it goes...a door for every year of your life, all the way to the end of the hall."

"At the count of one, I want you to begin walking rather slowly, down the hall, looking at every door as you go by, aware that behind each door is a room representing that particular year of your life, and containing all of the stored memories...good and bad...from that year; all filed away so that they will only be seen when we choose to see them. When you come to a door at which you feel some need, desire, or inclination to stop,...stop and signal me by extending the index finger of your right (or left) hand."

"At the count of one, begin walking down the hall." Each count on client's exhale. "Three, two, one!"

Now, sit patiently and quietly and watch for the signal! Each client moves at his or her own pace, so WAIT! If you find yourself waiting more than about four or five minutes by the clock; it will seem like a long time, ask, "Where are you now?"

Client: "Fifteen." A slow walker!

Hypnotist: "No doors, yet, where you felt any need or desire to stop?"

Client: "No."

Hypnotist: "All right, go on down the hall. Check out the rest of the doors. If you should reach the end of the hall before finding a stopping place, use the same signal as you would in front of the door."

Wait, again. When the client gives you the proper signal, ask, "Where are you now?"

Client: "Six."

Hypnotist: "At the count of one, open the door marked six and step into the room, closing the door behind you. You will find yourself in a fairly large, square room, with bare, white walls. The only thing you will see in the room is that right in the middle of the floor there is a pedestal, about waist high, which has two buttons on top of it; one green, and one red. Walk over to the pedestal and stop, and then signal me as you did when you stopped in the hall."

"Three, two, one! Go in, shut the door behind you, and walk over to the pedestal. Signal when you are there."

After signal...

"Now, at the count of one, reach out and push the green button. When you do, some event or incident of importance from that year will appear on the wall opposite the door where you came in, or will appear as a memory in your mind. Either way is ok. Whenever WE feel that WE need to stop this event, YOU can push the red button, and it will quickly disappear. So, at the count of one, push the green button; then speak up and tell me exactly what comes to you; either on the wall or in your memory. Don't question it, whatever it is, just tell me."
The Hall of Regression

"Three, two, one!..Push the green button." Again, be patient and wait; a full minute or more if necessary.

At this point, be ready! When the client mentally pushes that button, almost anything from no perceptible reaction to seeming total hysteria can occur. This is an exciting time!

The subconscious "feels " why you 're here, and its earlier attempts to reveal and vent what it has stored here are largely responsible for your client's complaints.

Trust this fact: When this client reveals to you whatever comes at this time, it IS all or part of what you 're looking for! In every case, it will be relevant and important It might be rape, incest, rejection, death of a loved one, separation, some accident, an illness, a childhood quarrel; almost any emotionally traumatic event, but whatever it is, when revealed in this manner, it is important to the therapy for this client! You can trust this to be true.

But suppose the client gets all the way to the end of the hall before signaling you?
Well, first, this will rarely happen, but it DOES occur occasionally. It indicates one of four things, in my experience:

1. The client didn't get your directions straight Think! Did you make your suggestion clear enough for the subconscious?

2. The client is not, at least at this time, "hypnotized." Discuss it with him. It may be that he was simply so interested and afraid of "missing" something that he refused to relax and disassociate. You need to learn more about classifying and testing clients!

3. On RARE occasions: This client's I.S.E. occurred prior to birth, and there are no significant S.S.E. 's. Re-induce or deepen as indicated. Put another door marked "womb" at the very end of the hall, have him enter the peaceful, welcoming warm and restful darkness of this room; re-entering his mother's womb and say, "Feel the peace and safety. Hear mother's heart beat. Sense yourself becoming younger and smaller, as a fetus, until the moment of your conception. Tell me any time you feel any unpleasant feelings."

4. The client should be returned from conception, growing to full term fetus, feeling mother's contractions, experiencing his birth, and then returned through the hall to today, when he's ready to come back.
Stems Technique

I cut off my feelings because

I feel safe when

If I ever lose control

If you ever really got to know me

As long as I stay busy I

If I ever really let go

If I ever really let loose

I should be stronger because

If I ever let my anger out

If I ever felt all of my sad feelings

I don't experience joyful feelings because

When I experience my sexual feelings I

On the one hand I feel, On the other hand I feel

I feel helpless and

I feel sick at heart because

If you really love me you'll

Every time you punish me

I feel sexually aroused when

If I ever release my anger

If I ever assert myself

When I fall in love I feel

I feel guilty because

I feel guilty about

When I grow up

NOTES:
Phobia Therapy

Pre-Talk

1. Listen to complaint.
2. Ask what was going on right before client first noticed the fear.
4. Discuss hypnosis - Eliminate fears and misconceptions concerning hypnosis-Pre-Talk.

Step by step therapy

1. Induce hypnosis. (Must have somnambulism.)
2. Have client imagine an incident that would cause the fear. (Make client feel the fear.)
3. Fade incident and say, "Now follow that fear back to the first time you felt that fear." (Find out age, day or night, what happened?)
4. Fade scene and move back to the first conscious event, analyze and change perception. Then to next conscious event, analyze and change perception, until you have covered all conscious events and have changed subject's perception of each event.
5. Then say, 'The more you would become afraid, the calmer you become. What has happened in the past has no effect on you. Now those fears are nothing more than historical events that no longer have any ability to cause you fear now.'
6. Recreate all conscious events to show the real cause of the fear and show that, that fear no longer has any ability to cause the client fear now.
7. Say, "You are incapable of feeling any fear of these events."
8. Say, "And now I want you to create that situation you find most frightening and try to feel the fear, and the more you try to create the fear, the less it will happen."

Do grey room technique

Second session if necessary:
Have client re-live previous fearful events to determine effectiveness and reinforce.
The Story Of Jane Outline

1. History patter.

2. Three (3) places to live explanation.

3. Discuss the effects of guilt.

4. General forgiveness suggestions.

5. Modified chair therapy.

6. Period of silence for forgiveness.

7. Forgiveness of self. Most important!


9. Direct suggestions for final general cleanup.

NOTES
A Typical Session Outline

The Pre-Talk

Client Presentation

Eliminate F&M

Stems & Body Color

The Induction

Regression?

No

Read & Compound Patter

Use Direct Suggestion Technique

Yes

Follow these Regression Instructions:

Do 1 up to 10 Count

Spell Causal Word

Say word in Paragraph

Regress to I.S.E.

Desensitize Event

Move to other SSE'S.

Go back as Adult Technique

Chair & Death Bed Therapy

Forgiveness

1. Direct Patter

2. Grey Room

3. Emerge
Hypno-Sleep

1. Achieve somnambulism with client.

2. Establish number block on the # 7 when counting from 1 to 10.

3. Have person open eyes with the suggestion s/he will still not remember #7 and s/he will not remember the suggestion when the eyes open. Then say, "Open eyes."

4. Have them count fingers and then say, "Close your eyes."

5. Say, "Anytime you see me touch my nose you will fall into a sound deep sleep. Just as deep as a normal nights sleep. It will even be much deeper."

6. Say, "This sleep will even be deeper than normal. When I have you open your eyes, you won't remember this conversation... open your eyes."

7. Touch your nose and let the person go into hypno-sleep.

8. Say several times, "You can hear me but you can't wake up. When you hear me just raise this finger." Tap the chosen finger.

9. Then say, "I'm going to talk to you now and you'll remain asleep and you'll be able to tell me things that you never could when you were awake. Afterward we'll decide if these memories should be allowed to come forth to the conscious mind."

The Therapeutical Technique

10. (Client's name), how long have you had (state problem)?

11. Now when I snap my fingers you will be back at (answer to question 10) and I'll be talking to you, but you will not wake up.

12. Use direct suggestion or necessary hypnotherapy to change perception of causal events.

13. When I rouse you, we will be able to discuss the problem and you will know that the event of (age of client at causal event) can no longer affect you in your present life.

14. Place client into desensitizing events to make sure problem is resolved.

15. Emerge client and, using waking hypnosis techniques, discuss the cause and how s/he has now changed.